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Abstract 
Clearance control is of paramount importance to 
turbomachinery designers and is required to meet today’s 
aggressive power output, efficiency, and operational life 
goals. Excessive clearances lead to losses in cycle 
efficiency, flow instabilities, and hot gas ingestion into disk 
cavities. Insufficient clearances limit coolant flows and 
cause interface rubbing, overheating downstream 
components and damaging interfaces, thus limiting 
component life. Designers have put renewed attention on 
clearance control, as it is often the most cost effective 
method to enhance system performance. Advanced concepts 
and proper material selection continue to play important 
roles in maintaining interface clearances to enable the 
system to meet design goals. This work presents an 
overview of turbomachinery sealing to control clearances. 
Areas covered include: characteristics of gas and steam 
turbine sealing applications and environments, benefits of 
sealing, types of standard static and dynamics seals, 
advanced seal designs, as well as life and limitations issues. 
I. Introduction 
Controlling interface clearances is the most cost effective 
method of enhancing turbomachinery performance. Seals 
control turbomachinery leakages, coolant flows and 
contribute to overall system rotordynamic stability. In many 
instances, sealing interfaces and coatings are sacrificial, like 
lubricants, giving up their integrity for the benefit of the 
component. They are subjected to abrasion, erosion, 
oxidation, incursive rubs, foreign object damage (FOD) and 
deposits, extremes in thermal, mechanical, aerodynamic and 
impact loadings. Tribological pairing of materials control 
how well and how long these interfaces will be effective in 
controlling flow. 
A variety of seal types and materials are required to 
satisfy turbomachinery sealing demands. These seals must 
be properly designed to maintain the interface clearances. In 
some cases, this will mean machining adjacent surfaces, yet 
in many other applications, coatings are employed for 
optimum performance. Many seals are coating composites 
fabricated on superstructures or substrates that are coated 
with sacrificial materials which can be refurbished either in 
situ or by removal, stripping, recoating and replacing until 
substrate life is exceeded.  
For blade and knife tip sealing an important class of 
materials known as abradables permit blade or knife rubbing 
without significant damage or wear to the rotating element 
while maintaining an effective sealing interface. Most such 
tip interfaces are passive, yet some, as for the high-pressure 
turbine (HPT) case or shroud, are actively controlled. 
This work presents an overview of turbomachinery 
sealing. Areas covered include: characteristics of gas and 
steam turbine sealing applications and environments, 
benefits of sealing, types of standard static and dynamics 
seals, advanced seal designs, as well as life and limitations 
issues.  
II. Sealing in Gas and Steam Turbines 
A. Clearance Control Characteristics 
Turbomachines range in size from centimeters (size of a 
penny) to ones you can almost walk through. The problem is 
how to control the large changes in geometry between 
adjacent rotor/stator components from cold-build to 
operation. The challenge is to provide geometric control 
while maintaining efficiency, integrity and long service life  
(e.g., estimated time to failure or maintenance, and low 
cost1). Figure 1 shows the relative clearance between the 
rotor tip and case for a HPT during takeoff, climb, and 
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Figure 1.—Effects of case cooling on HPT blade tip clearance during takeoff.2 
 
 
 
 
cruise conditions.2 The figure shows the dramatic effect of 
clearance control via applied cooling to the casing. A critical 
clearance requirement occurs at “cut-back” (about 1000 sec 
into climb-out) when takeoff thrust is reduced. Using 
thermal active clearance control (ACC), the running 
clearance is drastically reduced, producing significant cost 
savings in fuel reduction and increased service life. 
However, designers must note that changing parameters in 
critical seals can change the dynamics of the entire engine.3 
These effects are not always positive.  
B. Sealing Benefits 
Performance issues are closely tied to engine clearances. 
Ludwig4 determined that improvements in fluid film sealing 
resulting from a proposed research program could lead to an 
annual energy saving, on a national basis, equivalent to 
about 37 million barrels (1.554 billion U.S. gallons) of oil or 
0.3 percent of the total U.S. energy consumption (1977 
statistics). In terms engine bleed, Moore5 cited that a  
1 percent reduction in engine bleed gives a 0.4 percent 
reduction in specific fuel consumption (SFC), which 
translates into nearly 0.033 (1977 statistics) to 0.055 (2004 
statistics) billion gallons of U.S. airlines fuel savings and 
nearly 0.28 billion gallons world wide (2004 statistics), 
annually. In terms of clearance changes, Lattime and 
Steinetz6 cite a 0.0254 mm (0.001 in.) change in HPT tip 
clearance, decreases SFC by 0.1 percent and EGT (exhaust 
gas temperature) by 1 °C, producing an annual savings of 
0.02 billion gallons for U.S. airlines. In terms of advanced 
sealing, Munson et al.7 estimate savings of over 0.5 billion 
gallons of fuel. Chupp et al.8 estimated that refurbishing 
compressor seals would yield impressive improvements 
across the fleet ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 percent reduction in 
heat-rate and 0.3 to 1 percent increase in power output. For 
these large, land-based gas turbines, the percentages 
represent huge fuel savings and monetary returns with the 
greatest returns cited for aging power systems. 
C. The Sealing Environment 
1. Seal Types and Locations 
Key aero-engine sealing and thermal restraint locations 
cited by Bill9 are shown in figure 2. These include the fan 
and compressor shroud seals (rub strips), compressor 
interstage and discharge seals (labyrinth), combustor static 
seals, balance piston sealing, turbine shroud and rim-cavity 
sealing. Industrial engines have similar sealing requirements. 
Key sealing locations for the compressor and turbine in an 
industrial engine are cited by Aksit10 and Camatti et al.11,12 
and are shown in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows high-
pressure compressor (HPC) and HPT tip seal (abradable) 
and interstage seal (brush seal) locations, while figure 4 
shows impeller shroud (labyrinth) and interstage seal 
(honeycomb) locations for the compressor. Compressor 
interstage platform seals are of the shrouded type (figs. 5  
and 6). These seals are used to minimize backflow, stage 
pressure losses and re-ingested passage flow. Turbine 
stators, also of the shrouded type, prevent hot gas ingestion 
into the cavities that house the rotating disks and control 
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blade and disk coolant flows. Designers need to carefully 
consider the differences in thermal and structural 
characteristics, pressure gradient differences, and blade rub 
interfaces.  
Characteristically the industrial gas turbine can be thought 
of as a heavy-duty derivative of an aero engine. Still 
industrial and aero-turbomachines have many differences. 
The most notable are the fan, spools and combustor. Aero 
engines derive a large portion of their thrust through the 
bypass fan and usually have inline combustors, high and low 
pressure spools, drum rotors and high exhaust velocities, all 
subject to flight constraints. Large industrial engines (fig. 7) 
have plenum inlets, can-combustors, single spools, through-
bolted-stacked disc rotors and exhaust systems constrained 
by 640 °C (1180 °F) combined cycle (steam-reheat-turbine) 
requirements. In both types of engines, core requirements 
are similar, yet materials restraints differ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.—Key aero-engine sealing and thermal restraint locations.9 
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Figure 3.—Advanced seals locations in a Frame 7EA gas turbine.10 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.—Compressor cross-sectional drawing showing detail of rotor and seals. (a) Impeller shroud 
labyrinth seal. (b) Honeycomb interstage seal. (c) Abradable seal. (d) Honeycomb interstage seal.12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.—Engine schematic showing main-shaft seal locations.4 
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Figure 6.—Compressor sealing locations. (a) Blade  
tip and interstage. (b) Drum rotor.4 
2. Materials and Environmental Conditions 
Over the years, advances in new base materials, notably 
Ni-based single crystal alloys, and coatings have allowed 
increased operating temperatures of turbine engine  
components. Complementary to the thermal and pressure 
profiles, materials used range from steel to superalloys 
coated with metallics and ceramics. Variations in engine 
pressure and temperature of the Rolls-Royce Trent gas 
turbine* are illustrated in figure 8. The lower temperature 
blades in the fan and low-pressure compressor (LPC) 
sections are made of titanium, or composite materials, with 
corrosion resistant coatings due to their high strength and 
low density. The elevated temperatures of the HPC, HPT 
and low-pressure turbine (LPT) require the use of Nickel-
based superalloys. In the HPT of aero-engines, for example, 
the first stage turbine blades can see gas path temperatures 
around 1400 °C (2550 °F). To withstand these punishing 
temperatures for the 20,000-hr and more service lives, aero-
engine designers have turned to single crystal blades, with  
 
                                                          
*Data available online: Sourmail, T., “Coatings for Turbine 
Blades,” University of Cambridge, URL: http://www.msm.cam.ac. 
uk/phase-trans/2003/Superalloys/coatings/  [cited 18 May 2005]. 
  
 
Figure 7.—General Electric’s H System gas turbine,  
showing an 18-stage compressor and 4-stage turbine. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.—Temperature and pressure profiles of a  
Rolls-Royce Trent gas turbine engine.* 
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thermal barrier coatings generally using Yttria stabilized 
Zirconia (YSZ).2 In this configuration, blade metal 
temperatures reach 982 °C (1800 °F) and ceramic surface 
temperatures reach 1100 °C (2010 °F). 
To improve blade tip sealing effectiveness, squealer tips 
(approximately 0.8mm (0.03-in.) high) are integrated into 
the blade. Depending on engine design, adjacent shroud 
seals are made of either directionally solidified cast 
superalloy materials coated with sprayed abradable coatings 
(YSZ based)13 or single crystal shroud segments capable of 
the required operating temperatures. 
III. Static Sealing 
Sealing in static or slow interface relative movement 
locations in turbomachinery include the interfaces or 
junctions between the stationary components (combustors, 
nozzles, shrouds, etc.) throughout the internal cooling flow 
path to minimize or control parasitic leakage flows between 
turbine components. Typically, adjacent members have to 
sustain relative vibratory motion with minimal wear or loss 
of sealing over the design life of the seal. In addition, they 
must be compliant to accommodate thermal growth and 
misalignment. Effective sealing at these static interface 
locations not only increases turbine efficiency and output, 
but also improves the main gas-path temperature profile. 
Various compliant-interface seals have been developed to 
address these issues as discussed in the following sections. 
A. Metallic Seals 
For smaller gap movements, more conventional seals are 
used. These seals are metallic for higher temperature and 
pressure environments where rubber and polymer seals are 
not suitable. The wide range of applications in 
turbomachinery drive the need for multiple configurations, 
such as the O, C, and E-type cross section (see fig. 9). The 
type of seal that is best suited for a particular application 
depends on operating variables such as temperature, 
pressure, required leakage rate, flange separation, fatigue 
life, and the load available to seat the seal. Figure 10 shows 
an example of where some metal seals are used in an 
industrial gas turbine. There are many smaller “feather” 
seals (thin sheet metal) used throughout; all interfaces 
require sealing of some nature. 
In higher temperature environments, a large amount of 
thermal growth in surrounding structures is typical. This 
makes it necessary for the metal seal to maintain contact 
with the sealing surfaces while the structure moves. A seal’s 
ability to follow the moving structure is due to its spring 
back and system pressure to seat the seal. In general, E-type 
seals (alternatively called W-seals) provide the largest 
amount of spring back. For this reason, the majority of metal 
seals found in steam, gas, and jet engines are of the E-type 
configuration.  
 
 
Figure 9.—Some types of metallic seals used in 
turbomachinery (courtesy of Advanced Products,  
Parker Hannifin Corp.). 
 
The ability of a seal to maintain a low leakage rate is mostly 
caused by the force the seal exerts on the mating flange, also 
called the “seating load.” Typically speaking, the leakage 
rate of a seal will decrease as the seal seating load increases. 
C-type seals have higher seating loads than E-type seals. To 
further increase a C-type seal load and spring back, a spring 
can be inserted around the circumference on the inside of the 
cross section. The high load of a C seal can be used to 
enhance sealing performance by the addition of plating such 
as silver, nickel, gold and copper. The simple geometry of a 
C-type seal limits further design possibilities.  
The relative complexity and adaptability of the E-type 
seal cross sections allows for increased design variations 
with somewhat increased leakage rates compared to C-seals. 
The number of convolutions, material thickness, convolution 
depth and free height all play a major roll in seal 
performance. Despite the large thermal growth common in 
turbine engines, a properly designed E-type seal can have 
millions-of-cycles fatigue life. A majority of the E-type seals 
used in turbine engines are located between engine case 
segments, such as the horizontal joint in the combustion 
section on steam and gas turbines. E-type seals can also be 
found in the cartridge assemblies of a turbine fuel nozzle. 
The seal can be cut axially in one or more circumferential 
locations to accommodate radial growth difference or 
assembly requirements. Small “caps” can be placed on the 
seal to span the circumferential gaps to control leakage. 
Currently metallic seals for higher temperature 
applications are made from Inconel 718 and Waspaloy with 
a temperature limit of about 730 °C (1350 °F).14 Above  
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Figure 10.—Typical gas turbine seal locations (courtesy of Advanced Products,  
Parker Hannifin Corp.). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11.—U-Plex and E-seal geometry. (a) Springback 
comparison. (b) U-Plex application.15 
 
this temperature, such seals under compressive and tensile 
stresses relax due to creep with an attendant loss in sealing 
performance. Development is in progress to increase the 
operating temperature range using strengthened (e.g., oxide-
dispersion strengthened (ODS)) and refractory alloys. In 
laboratory tests, new superalloy Rene 41 (Allvac, Inc.) seals 
have exhibited superior performance at 815 to 870 °C (1500 
to 1600 °F) compared to standard Waspaloy seals with the 
same design. ODS alloys are being tested for temperatures 
above 870 °C (1600 °F).14 
The U-Plex seal (fig. 11) is another self-energized static 
seal, similar to a multi-element E seal.15 The E-seal is a 
single “folded” element. The U-Plex seal consists of two or 
more plies of materials nested together that act 
independently when the seal is compressed, as does a leaf 
spring, yet function as one under sealing pressure. It will 
accommodate 2.5 to 5 times more deformation than a single 
ply E-seal, is more compliant to surface irregularities, 
requires 1/3 the compression force, has enhanced high cycle 
fatigue resistance and has comparable leakage rates.  
B. Metallic Cloth Seals 
For large interface gap relative movements, rigid metal 
strips, feather seals, and “dog-bone” shaped strips have been 
the primary sealing method. For applications with significant 
relative motion, these seals can rock and rotate, or jam 
against the slots in the adjacent components to be sealed. A 
lack of flexibility can result in poor sealing and excessive 
wear. Compliance can be attempted by reducing the 
thickness of the seal strips. But the use of thinner foil seals 
in aircraft engine applications results in large stress levels 
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and limited wear life. One approach to address seal 
compliance issues for large relative movements is the 
development of relatively low cost, flexible cloth seals.10 
Cloth seals are formed by combining thin sheet metals 
(shims) and layers of densely woven metal cloth. While 
shims prevent through leakage, and provide structural 
strength with flexibility, external cloth layers add sacrificial 
wear volume and seal thickness without adding significant 
stiffness. As illustrated in figure 12(a), a typical design 
requires simply wrapping a layer of cloth around thin 
flexible shims. The assembly is held together by a number of 
spot welds along the seal centerline. Further leakage 
reduction can be achieved by a crimped design with 
exposed, contoured shim ends that enhance enwall sealing, 
figure 12(b) or, combined with added compliance,  
figure 12(c).16,17 Demonstrated leakage reductions up to  
30 percent have been achieved in combustors and 70 percent 
in nozzle segments. The flow savings achieved in nozzle-
shroud cloth seal applications translates to large performance 
gains of up to a 0.50 percent output increase and  
0.25 percent heat rate reduction in an industrial gas turbine. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12.—Cloth seal assembly.10,14 
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C. Cloth and Rope Seals 
Rope or gasket seals can be used in various locations in 
turbomachinery. Table 1 lists the various materials being 
used. However, aircraft engine turbine inlet temperatures 
and industrial system temperatures continue to climb to meet 
aggressive cycle thermal efficiency goals. Advanced 
material systems, including monolithic/composites ceramics, 
intermetallic alloys (i.e., nickel aluminide), and carbon-
carbon composites are being explored to meet aggressive 
temperature, durability, and weight requirements. To 
incorporate these materials in the high-temperature locations 
of the system, designers must overcome materials issues, 
such as differences in thermal expansion rates and lack of 
material ductility.18 
 
 
TABLE 1.—GASKET/ROPE SEAL MATERIALS 
Fiber Material Maximum working temperature (°F) °C 
Graphite 
Oxidizing environment 
Reducing 
 
1000 
5400 
 
540 
2980 
Fiberglass (glass dependent) 1000 540 
Superalloy metals (depending on alloy) 1300–1600 705–870 
Oxide ceramics (Thompkins, 1955)18 
Nextel 312 (62% Al2O3, 24% SiO2, 14% B2O3) 
Nextel 440 (70% Al2O3, 28% SiO2, 2% B2O3) 
Nextel 550 (73% Al2O3, 27% SiO2) 
1800a 
2000a 
2100a 
980 
1090 
1150 
a Temperature at which fiber retains 50 percent (nominal) room temperature strength 
 
Designers are finding that one way to avoid cracking and 
buckling of the high-temperature brittle components rigidly 
mounted in their support structures is to allow relative 
motion between the primary and supporting components.19 
Often this joint occurs in a location where differential 
pressures exist, requiring high-temperature seals. These seals 
or packings must exhibit the following important properties: 
operate hot [≥ 705 °C (1300 °F)]; exhibit low leakage; resist 
mechanical scrubbing caused by differential thermal growth 
and acoustic loads; seal complex geometries; retain 
resilience after cycling; and support structural loads.  
Braided rope seals can be made with a variety of materials 
and combinations, each having their own strengths and 
weaknesses. All ceramic designs consist of a ceramic fiber, 
uniaxial core, overbraided with ceramic sheath layers.20 This 
design offers the potential for very high temperature 1150 °C 
(2100 °F) operation. However, researchers have determined 
that all ceramic seals are susceptible to the vibratory and 
acoustic loadings present in turbine engines. These seals can 
also be ejected from the seal gland due to dynamic loading. 
To improve upon structural integrity, Steinetz and 
Adams19 developed a hybrid braided rope seal design that 
consists of uniaxial ceramic core fibers overbraided with 
high-temperature superalloy wires. Tests have shown much 
greater resistance to abrasion and dynamic loadings. Wires 
made of HS-188 material show promise to 870 °C (1600 °F) 
temperatures. This hybrid construction was used to seal the 
last-stage articulated turning vane of the F119 turbine 
engine. The seal limits flow of fan cooling air past the 
turning vane flow path (or power stream)/fairing interface 
and also prevents backflow of potentially damaging high-
temperature core air as shown in figure 13.19 
Researchers at NASA Glenn continue to strive for higher 
operating temperature hybrid seals. Recent oxidation studies 
by Opila et al.,21 showed that wires made from alumina 
forming scale base alloys (e.g., Plansee PM2000) could 
resist oxidation at temperatures to 1200 °C (2200 °F) for up 
to 70 hr. Tests showed that alumina-forming alloys with 
reactive element additions performed best at 1200 °C under 
all test conditions in the presence of oxygen, moisture and 
temperature cycling. These wire samples exhibited slow 
growing and adherent oxide scales. 
In other related developments, Hendricks et al.22 
discussed the modeling and application of several types of 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13.—Cross section of PW F119 engine showing last 
stage turning vane with hybrid braided rope seal around 
perimeter.19 
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brush seals including hairpin woven or wrapped (see hybrid 
seal), taconite, self-purging and buffer. Dunlap et al.23 
provide experimental data of a 0.62-in. diameter rope seal 
that consisted of an Inconel X 750 spring tube, filled with 
Saffil insulation (Saffil Ltd.), and covered by two layers of 
Nextel 312 (3M Company) fabric wrap for operational 
temperatures to 815 °C (1500 °F). Steinetz and Dunlap24 
developed a braided carbon fiber thermal barrier that reduces 
solid rocket combustion gas leakage [3038 °C (5500 °F), in 
a non-oxidizing environment] and permits only relatively 
cool [< 93 °C (200 °F)] gas to reach the elastomeric O-ring 
seals. 
IV. Dynamic Seals 
A. Tip Sealing 
The flow field about the tip of the blades is illustrated in 
figures 14 and 15 for the compressor and turbine, 
respectively. 25 At the leading edge the flow is forced out 
and around the stagnation region, then joins with the primary 
leakage zone, and extends across the passage toward the 
low-pressure side and opposing the rotational velocity. 
These conditions are experimentally verified for tip 
clearance flows in the transonic compressor rotors and 
illustrated in figures 16 and 17.26 Usually, the flow in 
transonic compressors is subsonic by the time it reaches the 
third or fourth stage. 
Blade tip flows and ensuing vortex patterns lead to flow 
losses, instabilities and passage blockage. Without proper 
sealing, the flow field can be reversed, resulting in 
compressor surge, and possible fire at the inlet. Flow losses 
in static elements such as vanes in the compressor and 
turbine have different sealing requirements as cited later. A 
few of these dynamic interfaces for aero engine clearance 
control are illustrated in figure 2. More general flow details 
are found for example in Lakshminarayana27 and for 
compressors in Copenhaver et al.,28 Strazisar et al.,29 and 
Wellborn and Okiishi.30 
B. Abradables 
Early on, researchers recognized the need for abradable 
materials for blade tip and vane sealing, e.g., Ludwig,4 Bill 
et al.,9,31,32 Shimbob,13 Stocker et al.,33,34 and Mahler.35 
Schematics of three types of abradable materials with 
associated incursion types are illustrated in figure 18 for 
outer air-blade tip sealing interface in a compressor, for 
example. These types of materials usually differ from the 
platform or inner shroud-drum rotor interface sealing of the 
compressor as illustrated in figure 19. 
As the name suggests, abradable seal materials are worn-
in by the rotating blade during service. They are applied to 
the casing of compressors, and gas and steam turbines to 
decrease clearances to levels difficult to achieve by 
mechanical means. Abradable seals are gaining appeal in gas  
 
 
 
Figure 14.—Tip flow structure for an  
unshrouded compressor.25 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15.—Tip flow structure for an unshrouded turbine.25 
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turbines as a relatively simple means to reduce gas-path 
clearances in both the compressor and turbine. They offer 
clearance reductions at relatively low cost and minor 
engineering implications for the service fleet. Abradable 
seals have been in use in aviation gas turbines since the late 
1960s and early 1970s.36 Although low energy costs, 
materials and long cycle time have in the past limited 
applications of abradable seals in land-based gas turbines, 
current operation demands enhanced heat rate and reduced 
costs. With increasing fuel prices and advances in materials 
to allow extended service periods, abradable seals are 
gaining popularity within the power generation industry.37 
Without abradable seals, the cold clearances between 
blade or bucket tips and shrouds must be large enough to 
prevent significant contact during operation. Use of 
abradable seals allows the cold clearances to be reduced with 
the assurance that if contact occurs, the sacrificial part will 
be the abradable material on the stationary surface and not 
the blade or bucket tips. Also, abradable seals allow tighter 
clearances with common shroud or casing out-of-roundness 
and rotor misalignment.  
1. Interface Rub 
For properly designed abradables, if a rub occurs, the 
blade cuts into the sacrificial seal material with minimal 
distress to the blade. The abradable seal material mitigates 
blade wear while providing a durable interface that enhances 
engine efficiency. Controlled porosity shroud seal materials 
provide for low-energy material removal without damaging 
the rotating blade while mitigating leakage and enhancing 
seal life. Material release, porosity and structural strength 
can be controlled in both thermal sprayed coatings and 
fibermetals. Filler materials are often used to resist energy 
input to the shroud seal, mitigate case clearance distortion, 
and also lubricate the wear interface. Worn material must be 
released to escape sliding contact wear of the blade tip 
(versus cutting action for an abradable) and plowing of the 
interface.38 Asymmetric rubs generate hot spots that can 
develop into destructive seal drum instabilities. Such modes 
have destroyed engines and have been known to destroy 
aircraft with loss of life. 
Many attempts have been made to study the wear 
mechanisms of abradable structures using conventional 
tribometers39 or specially designed test rigs.40,41 However 
due to the high relative speeds, >100 m/sec (>330 ft/sec), 
between the abradable seal and the rotating blade tip surface, 
the mechanisms of wear/cutting differ considerably from 
low speed tribology normally associated with machining 
operations. At high speeds, the removal/cutting of a thermal 
spray abradable coating is done by release of small particle 
debris, i.e., <0.1 mm (<0.004 in.). In contrast to 
conventional (low speed) cutting in machine tools, the 
particle debris released in abradable materials is ejected at 
the rear of the moving blade.42 This, therefore partly sets the 
criteria for the design of such materials. It also sets a 
limiting design criterion for blade-tip thickness. Generally, a 
cutting element (blade-tip) thickness less than 1.3 mm  
(0.05 in) allows release of the particles from the coating. 
Thicker tips tend to entrap the loose particles between the 
blade and the abradable material. As a result, special 
considerations have to be given to the design of the materials 
to allow for the cutting mechanisms (for example, altering 
the base material particle morphology and size).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16.—Contours of axial velocity (m/s) on 92 percent 
span stream surface from LVD measurements of a 
transonic compressor rotor (no frame dependencies).26 
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Figure 17.—Visualization of primary and induced clearance vortices in a transonic compressor rotor.  
(a) Axial velocity at 6 percent of clearance gap height from shroud. (b) Projection of relative velocity 
vectors on Z-r cutting plane as viewed in positive u direction, colored by u-component of velocity. 
Suction surface at right edge of figure. Note that the velocity profile, upper left of figure, is valid only  
for cascades.26 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18.—Illustration of types of materials for interface 
outer air sealing. (a) Abradable (sintered or sprayed 
porous materials). (b) Compliant (porous material).  
(c) Low shear strength (sprayed aluminum).4 
 
 
Figure 19.—Inner shrouds for compressor labyrinths.  
(a) Striated.  (b) Honeycomb. (c) Porous material 
(abradable or compliant).4 
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Certain abradable materials rely more on densification 
(compaction) of the structure than on particle debris 
removal.43 Material compaction limits the functional depth 
of the abradable material since the compacted material will 
increase the wear of the rotating blade tips as the porosity is 
reduced. These types of seal materials include some of the 
thermal spray coatings and porous metal fiber structures 
(fiber metals). Fiber metals can be designed and constructed 
with varying fiber sizes and densities to alter their 
tribological behavior.44,45 
2. Interface Materials 
There are different approaches used for a material to be 
abradable. Some have porosity built in so the material wears 
away when rubbed by the blade tip. Some of these have a 
solid lubricant embedded to aid the wear process. Other 
abradables, such as honeycomb and fiber metal, deform at 
high speeds and the cell walls rupture. For honeycomb, rotor 
wear is most pronounced at the brazed web where cell 
thickness doubles. Borel et al.43 mapped incursion velocity 
as a function of tangential velocity as shown in figure 20. 
These parameters delineate regions of adhesive wear, 
melting wear, smearing, cutting and adhesive titanium 
transfer from blade to interface. Abradable seals are 
generally classified according to their temperature 
capability,46 but can also be characterized by method of 
application as shown in table 2.38 
 
 
 
Figure 20.—Aluminum-Silicon–polyester coating wear map 
using a 3 mm (0.12 in) thick titanium blade at ambient 
temperature.43 
 
 
TABLE 2.—ABRADABLE MATERIAL CLASSIFICATION 
Temperature Location/Material Process 
Low amb 
400 °C (750 °F) 
Fan or LPC 
AlSi + filler 
Castings for polymer-based materials 
Medium amb 
760 °C (1400 °F) 
LPC, HPC, LPT 
Ni or Co base 
Brazing or diffusion bonding for honeycomb and/or fiber metals 
High 
760 °C (1400 °F) –1150 °C (2100 °F) 
HPT 
YSZ and cBN or SiC 
Thermal spray coatings for powdered composite materials 
 
 
a) Low temperature abradable seals.—For thermally 
sprayed abradable coatings, different classes of coating 
materials behave tribologically differently. Traditionally, 
most of the powder metals available for low temperature 
applications, that is., <400 °C (<750 °F), are aluminum-
silicon based. To make them abradable, a second phase is 
added.46 This phase is usually a polymeric material or a 
release agent and is often called a solid lubricant. The role 
of the second phase in aluminum-silicon based abradable 
material is primarily to promote crack initiation within the 
structure. The size, morphology, quantity, and material of 
the second phase determine the wear mechanisms and 
abradability of the seal coating under various tribological 
conditions. The wear map in figure 20 is for an aluminum-
silicon-polyester coating. The dominant wear mechanisms 
are different for various combinations of blade-tip velocity 
and incursion rate when rubbed by a 3 mm (0.12 in) thick 
titanium blade at ambient temperature. The arrows indicate 
the movement of wear-mechanism boundaries when a stiffer 
polymer than polyester is used as the second phase. 
Low temperature abradables (generally epoxy materials) 
are used for fan tip sealing. Engine manufacturers’ 
philosophy regarding fan rub strips is engine dependent. For 
example, the PW4090 uses a filled-honeycomb 
configuration, shown in figure 21(a). The uneven rub, 
caused by in-flight maneuvers, can become, relatively 
speaking, quite deep, (tens of mils) which is difficult to tell 
from the photo. The PW4000 and PW2000 have very 
similar labyrinth style rub-strips figure 21(b). On the other 
hand, the CFM56 engine uses a smooth surface, which gets 
repotted during overhaul, and yet is usually not refurbished 
unless considerable damage has been incurred. 
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b) Mid-temperature abradable seals.—For temperature 
applications up to 760 °C (1400 °F), Ni or Co based alloy 
powders are commonly used as the basis of the abradable 
seal matrix. Other phases are added to the base metal 
powder to make the material abradable. These added phases 
are polymeric materials that are fugitive elements to 
generate coating porosity and act as release agents.41,47  
Figure 22 displays a wear map of a mid-temperature 
coating system abraded at 500 °C (930 °F) using titanium 
blades. The map shows the wear mechanism domains vs. 
blade-tip velocity and incursion rate. The arrows indicate the 
movement of the wear regime boundaries as the polyester 
level increases. As polyester content and thus porosity 
increases, cutting becomes increasingly predominant 
mechanism over the entire range of the speeds and incursion 
rates. However, increasing porosity has a negative effect on 
coating cohesive strength and erosion properties. 
Fiber metals are a type of mid-temperature abradable. 
Like other abradables, abradability and erosion resistance 
present conflicting design demands, as illustrated in  
figure 23, and provide the seal designer with some 
flexibility.44 Chappel et al.44,45 tested different fiber metals 
against other abradables for high and low-speed abradability 
and erosion (see table 3). The materials were then ranked 
per their performance (table 4). Results showed that the 
high-strength fiber metal had the best performance overall 
with the highest abradability and lowest erosion.  
 
TABLE 3.—ABRADABLE MATERIALS  
USED BY CHAPPEL ET AL.44 
Fibermetal Density 
(%) 
Ultimate tensile strength 
(psi) 
1 22 1050 
2 23 2150 
 
Honeycomb Hastelloy-X, 0.05-mm foil,  
1.59-mm cell 
Nickel Graphite Sulzer Metco 307NS (spray) 
CoNiCrAlY/hBN/PEa Sulzer Metco 2043 (spray) 
aHexagonal boron nitride (hBN) acts as a release agent; polyester (PE) 
controls porosity 
 
TABLE 4.—WEAR RESISTANCE PERFORMANCE  
RANKINGS OF ABRADABLE MATERIALS44 
Abradability Material High-speed Low-speed Erosion 
1050-psi  
fiber metal 1 1 3 
2150-psi 
fiber metal 1 1 1 
Hastelloy-X 
honeycomb 2 3 2 
Nickel 
graphite 3 1 2 
CoNiCrAlY/ 
hBN/PE 3 3 1 
Where 1 = best and 3 = worst. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 21.—Fan shroud rub strips. (a) Potted honeycomb 
PW4090 fan shroud. (b) PW2000/4000 fan and rub strip 
interface (courtesy Sherry Soditus, United Airlines 
Maintenance, San Francisco, CA.). 
 
 
 
Figure 22.—Mid-temperature abradable coating (CoNiCrAlY) 
wear map at 500 °C (930 °F) using titanium blades.46
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Figure 23.—Erosion and abradability as a function of ultimate tensile strength44 (courtesy 
Technetics Corp.). 
 
 
 
c) High temperature abradable seals.—For operating 
temperatures above 760 °C (1400 °F), common practice is to 
use porous ceramics as the abradable material. The most 
widely used material is YSZ, which is usually mixed with a 
fugitive polymeric phase. There are a number of important 
considerations regarding porous ceramic abradable 
materials. To achieve an acceptable abradability, the cutting 
element/blade generally has to be reinforced with hard 
abrasive grits. Choosing these grits and processes to apply 
them has been the subject of numerous research activities. 
There are a number of patents that deal with this aspect of 
ceramic abradable materials.48–52 Abrasive grits considered 
include cubic boron nitride (cBN), silicon carbide, aluminum 
oxide and zirconium oxide. Published data suggest that cBN 
particles of a given size range tend to be the best abrasive 
medium against YSZ porous ceramics.48,51 Cubic boron 
nitride poses a high hardness (second to diamond) and a high 
sublimation temperature, >2980 °C (>5400 °F), which 
makes it an ideal candidate to abrade ceramic abradable 
materials. But cBN’s relatively low oxidation temperature, 
~850 °C (~1560 °F), allows it to function for only a limited 
time. This has prompted the use of other abrasives such 
SiC.49,52 Despite successful functionality of SiC against 
YSZ, SiC has been met with limited enthusiasm. SiC 
requires a diffusion barrier to prevent its reaction with 
transition metals at elevated temperatures.53 This adds to the 
complexity and the cost of the abrasive system.  
The ceramic abradable coating microstructure and its 
porosity are other essential considerations. Clearly, porosity 
increases the abradability of the coating. However, YSZ is 
strongly susceptible to high angle erosion because of its 
brittle nature,54 and adding porosity makes it prone to low 
angle erosion. Thermally sprayed porous YSZ coatings show 
different tribological behavior when compared to metallic 
abradable materials. They tend to show a strong influence of 
blade-tip velocity on abradability42 (see fig. 24). 
Abradability tends to improve with increasing blade-tip 
velocity. On the other hand, porous YSZ coatings show less 
dependency on incursion rate. They tend to have poor 
abradability at very low incursion rates, <0.005 mm/sec  
(< 0.2 mils/sec), thus requiring blade-tip treatments. 
An example application of a high temperature abradable 
has been reported where the bill-of-material (BOM) first 
stage turbine gas path shroud seals were coated with a 
porosity controlled plasma sprayed zirconia (PSZ) ceramic 
as shown in figure 25.55 The coating was a 1 mm (0.040 in.) 
layer of ZrO2-8Y2O3 over a 1 mm (0.040 in.) NiCoCrAl-
based bond coat onto a Haynes 25 substrate. Characteristic 
“mudflat” cracking of the ceramic occurred at the blade 
interface, but back-side seal temperature reductions over 
BOM-seals of 78 °C (140 °F) were measured, with gas path 
temperatures estimated over 1205 °C (2200 °F). 
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Figure 24.—Abradability of high temperature materials by SiC tipped blades at 1025 °C 
(1880 °F). Right set of data (solid black bar) is for a CaF abradable; other data are for 
YSZ with polyamide. The x-axis lists velocity and incursion rates. The legend gives 
porosity levels and average pore sizes after the polyamide is burnt out.53 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25.—Schematic of ceramic-coated shroud seal.55 
 
3. Designing Abradable Materials for Turbomachinery 
Because abradable seals are low strength structures that 
wear without damaging the mating blade tips, they are also 
susceptible to gas and solid particle erosion. Abradable 
structures intended for use in harsh temperatures occurring 
in gas turbines can also be prone to oxidation because of the 
inherent material porosity. These conflicting properties need 
to be accounted for in designing abradable seals. Abradable 
seals then have to be considered as a complete tribological 
system that incorporates 1) Relative motions and depth of 
cut—blade-tip speed and incursion rate; 2) Environment 
temperature, fluid medium and contaminants; 3) Cutting 
element geometry and material—blade-tip thickness, 
shrouded or unshrouded blades; 4) Counter element—
abradable seal material and structure. Manufacturing 
processes as well as microstructural consistency of abradable 
seals can have a profound effect on their properties.44,56 
Another issue to consider in designing of abradables for 
compressors is the large changes in thermal environment and  
 
the fact that titanium fires are not contained. Therefore, 
rubbing must release particulate matter without engendering 
a fire or debris impacting downstream components. Also in 
compressors, an abradable can be combined with intentional 
grooving to enhance stall margins, yet clearance control or 
fluid injection may be better methods of controlling stall 
margin.  
Considering all the above design elements makes the 
abradable system quite unique, that is, designed to suit the 
particular application. Thus, despite the availability of many 
off-the-shelf materials, abradable seals have to be modified 
or redesigned in most applications to meet the design 
constraints. More extensive lists of references on abradable 
seals and their use have been published elsewhere.42, 44, 46 
C. Labyrinth Seals 
Labyrinth seals and their sealing principles are 
commonplace in turbomachinery and come in a variety of 
configurations. The most used configurations are straight, 
interlocking, slanted, stepped and combinations, (fig. 26).57 
By their nature labyrinth seals, usually mounted on the rotor, 
are clearance seals that can rub against their shroud 
interface, such as abradables and honeycomb (fig. 27).58 
They permit controlled leakages by dissipation of flow 
energy through a series of sequential aperture cavities (as 
sequential sharp edge orifices) with minimum heat rise and 
torque. The speed and pressure at which they operate is only 
limited by their structural design. 
Principle design parameters include: clearance and 
throttle (tooth or knife) and cavity geometry and tooth 
number (fig. 28).59 The clearance is set by aerothermo-
mechanical conditions that preclude contact with the shroud 
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Figure 26.—Generalized labyrinth seal configurations.57 
 
allowing for radial and axial excursions. The throttle tip is as 
thin as structurally feasible to mitigate heat propagation 
through the throttle-body into the shaft with a sharp leading 
edge (as an orifice) and is the primary flow restrictor. The 
angle at which the flow approaches the throttle is usually 90° 
but slant throttles, into the flow, are more effective seals 
[Borda inlets (Cf = 0.5 [Cf is the flow coefficient]) are more 
restrictive than orifice inlets Cf = 0.63]. One advantage of 
90° throttles (Cf = 0.63) is the ability to seal flow reversals 
equally well; slant throttles are less effective handling flow 
reversals (Cf = 0.8 to 0.9). The cavity geometry is nearly 1:1 
with axial spacing greater than six times the clearance and 
often shaped to enhance flow dissipation through generation 
of vortices. A relation between the number of knife-cavity 
modules and leakage for developed cavity flows is given by 
 4.01 −= NGG rr  
where Gr = mass flux and Gr1 is the mass flux through a 
single throttle and N the number of throttles or cavity-
throttle modules,60 for gas throttles only, see Egli61 for an 
equivalent relation (Egli’s interest was steam, yet applicable 
to gases in general). Conditions relating the sharpness of the 
tooth to the ability to restrict flows are given by Mahler35 
(fig. 29), and more recently explored by Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD).62  
Labyrinth seals are good in restricting the flow but do not 
respond well to dynamics and often lead to turbomachine 
 
 
Figure 27.—Drum rotor labyrinth sealing configurations.  
(a) Compressor discharge stepdown labyrinth seal.58  
(b) Turbine interstage stepped labyrinth seal and 
shrouded-rotor straight labyrinth seal.4 
 
instabilities. These problems have been addressed by several 
investigators starting with Thomas63 and Alford.64 They 
recognized that the dynamic forces drove instabilities and 
heuristically determined stable operating configurations  
(fig. 30). Benckert and Wachter,66 Childs et al.,67 and 
Muszynska68 addressed the root causes and introduced the 
swirl brake at the seal inlet to mitigate the circumferential 
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velocity component within the cavities, (fig. 31). More 
recently, circumferential flow blocks and flow slots have 
been introduced to mitigate the circumferential velocity 
component, (figs. 32 and 33).12, 69 
Labyrinth seals have a lengthy history of proven 
reliability with robust operation and developed technology 
and are well suited for abradable interfaces. Their tendency 
to engender instabilities can be controlled by swirl brakes or 
intra-cavity slots or blocks and drum dampers. Nearly all 
turbomachines rely on labyrinth seals or labyrinth sealing 
principles (Egli,61 Trutnovsky,70 Stocker et al.,33 and 
Stocker34). In general, nearly all sealing applications rely 
heavily on the essential features of sharp-edge flow 
restrictors [e.g., the aspirating seal (see section V.E) has a 
labyrinth tooth and the face-sealing dam,71 figure 34(a) and 
(b) and the inlet throttle confining flows to the honeycomb 
land (fig. 35)]. 
 
 
 
Figure 28.—Generalized schematics of  
labyrinth seal throttle configurations.59 
 
 
 
Figure 29.—Discharge coefficient as a function  
of knife-edge tooth shape.35 
 
 
Figure 30.—Inner and outer labyrinth air seals. (a) Damper 
ring. (b) Damper drum (sleeve).65 (c) Effect of seal 
component support.4 
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Figure 31.—Typical swirl brake configurations applied at the inlet to a labyrinth seal.  
(a) Radial swirl brake.  (b) Improved swirl brake.67 
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Figure 32.—Labyrinth circumferential flow blocks.  
(a) Annular seal. (b) Labyrinth seal. (c) Flow blocks.69 
 
 
 
Figure 33.—Web seal with circumferential flow blocking slots. 
(a) Conceptual web seal sketch. (b) Photograph  
of web seal.12 
 
 
Figure 34.—Aspirating seal labyrinth tooth and seal dam 
sharp-edge flow restrictor. (a) At shutdown phase.  
(b) At steady-state operation.71 
 
 
 
Figure 35.—Primary labyrinth throttle confining  
flows to the honeycomb journal land.12 
D. Brush Seals 
As described by Ferguson,72 the brush seal is the first 
simple, practical alternative to the finned labyrinth seal that 
offers extensive performance improvements. Benefits of 
brush seals over labyrinth seals include 1) Reduced leakage 
compared to labyrinth seals (upwards of 50 percent 
possible); 2) Accommodate shaft excursions due to stop/start 
operations and other transient conditions. Labyrinth seals 
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often incur permanent clearance increases under such 
conditions, degrading seal and machine performance; 3) 
Require significantly less axial space than labyrinth seal; and  
4) More stable leakage characteristics over long operating 
periods. 
Brush seals have matured significantly over the past  
20 years. Typical operating conditions of state-of-the-art 
brush seals are shown in table 5.† 
 
TABLE 5.—TYPICAL OPERATING LIMITS FOR  
STATE-OF-THE-ART BRUSH SEALS 
Differential pressure up to 300 psid  
per stage 
2.1 MPa 
Surface speed up to 1200 ft/sec 400 m/s 
Operating temperature up to 1200 °F 600 °C 
Size (diameter range) up to 120-in. 3.1 m 
 
Brush seal construction is deceptively simple, requiring 
the well ordered layering or tufting of fine-diameter bristles 
into a dense pack that compensates for circumferential 
differences between inside and outside diameters, (figs. 36 
and 37). This pack is sandwiched and welded between a 
backing ring (downstream side) and sideplate (upstream 
side), then stress relieved to insure stability and flatness. The 
weld on the seal outer diameter is machined to form a close-
tolerance outer diameter-sealing surface to fit into a suitable 
housing. The wire bristles protrude radially inward (shaft-
rotor) or outward (drum-rotor) and are machined to fit the 
mating rotor, with slight interference. Brush seal 
interferences (preload) must be properly selected to prevent 
catastrophic overheating of the rotor and excessive rotor 
thermal growths. 
To accommodate anticipated radial shaft movements, the 
bristles must bend. To allow the bristles to bend without 
buckling, the wires are oriented at an angle (typically 45° to 
55°) to a radial line through the rotor. The bristles are canted 
in the direction of rotor rotation. The bristle lay angle also 
facilitates seal installation, due to the slight interference 
between the bristle pack and the rotor. The backing ring 
provides structural support to the otherwise flexible bristles 
and assists the seal in limiting leakage. To minimize brush 
seal hysteresis caused by brush bristle binding on the back 
plate, new features have been added to the backing ring. 
These include reliefs of various forms. An example design is 
shown in figure 36 and includes the recessed pocket and seal 
dam. The recessed pocket assists with pressure balancing of 
the seal and the relatively small contact area at the seal dam 
minimizes friction allowing the bristles to follow the speed-
dependent shaft growths. The bristle free-radial-length and 
packing pattern are selected to accommodate radial shaft 
movements while operating within the wire’s elastic range at 
 
                                                          
†Data available on at http://www.fluidsciences.perkinelemer. 
com/turbomachinery. 
 
 
Figure 36.—Typical brush seal configuration  
and geometric features.37,80 
 
 
 
Figure 37.—Brush seal design for steam turbine 
 applications. 37, 80 
 
temperature. A number of brush seal manufacturers‡ 
include some form of flow deflector (e.g., see flexi-front 
plate in figs. 36 and 37) on the high pressure side of the wire 
bristles. This element aids in mitigating the radial pressure 
closing loads (e.g., sometimes known as “pressure closing”) 
caused by air-forces urging the bristles against the shaft. 
This element can also aid in reducing installation damage, 
bristle flutter in highly turbulent flow fields, and FOD. 
Brush seals, initially developed for aero-gas turbines, 
have also been used in industrial gas and steam turbines 
since the 1990s. Design similitude, analysis and modeling of 
brush and woven seals were established earlier in the works 
of Flower73 and Hendricks et al.22 Within in the confines of 
this paper we are only able to address a few sealing types, 
their locations and material constraints. For further details, 
see Hendricks and coworkers25,74,75 and NASA Conference 
Publications.76,77 An extensive summary of brush seal 
research and development work through 1995 has been 
published78,79 and updated in a more recent summary.37 
1. Brush Seal Design Considerations 
To properly design and specify brush seals for an 
application, many design factors must be considered and 
traded-off. Comprehensive brush seal design algorithms 
                                                          
‡Data available online at http://www.crossmanufacturing.com. 
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have been proposed by Chupp et al.,37 Dinc et al.,80 
Hendricks et al.,22 and Holle and Krishan.81 An iterative 
process must be followed to satisfy seal basic geometry, 
stress, thermal (especially during transient rub conditions), 
leakage, and life constraints to arrive at an acceptable 
design. Many of the characteristics that must be considered 
and understood for a successful brush seal design are given 
here:80 pressure capability, seal upstream protection, 
frequency, seal high- and low-cycle fatigue (HCF, LCF) 
analysis, seal leakage, seal oxidation, seal stiffness, seal 
creep, seal blow-down (e.g., pressure closing effect), seal 
wear, bristle-tip forces and pressure stiffening effect , solid 
particle erosion, seal heat generation, reverse rotation, 
bristle-tip temperature, seal life/long term considerations, 
rotor dynamics, performance predictions, rotor thermal 
stability, oil sealing, secondary flow and cavity flow 
(including swirl flow), and shaft considerations: (e.g., 
coating, etc.). Design criteria are required for each of the 
different potential failure modes including stress, fatigue 
life, creep life, wear life, oxidation life, amongst others. 
Several important designs parameters are discussed next. 
a) Material selection.—Materials in rubbing contact in 
brush seal installations must have sufficient wear resistance 
to satisfy engine durability requirements. A proper material 
selection requires knowledge of the rotor and seal materials 
and their interactions. In addition to good wear 
characteristics, the seal material must have acceptable creep 
and oxidation properties.  
Metallic bristles: Brush seal wire bristles range in 
diameter from 0.071-mm (0.0028-in.) (for low pressures) to 
0.15-mm (0.006-in.) (for high pressures). The most 
commonly used material for brush seals is the cobalt-based 
alloy Haynes 25 based on its good wear and oxidation 
characteristics. Brush seals are generally run against a 
smooth, hard-face coating to minimize shaft wear and the 
chances of wear-induced cracks from affecting the structural 
integrity of the rotor. The usual coatings selected for aircraft 
applications are ceramic, including chromium carbide and 
aluminum oxide. Selecting the correct mating wire and shaft 
surface finish for a given application can reduce frictional 
heating and extend seal life through reduced oxidation and 
wear. There is no general requirement for coating industrial 
gas and steam turbine rotor surfaces where the rotor 
thicknesses are much greater than aircraft applications.  
Nonmetallic bristles: High-speed turbine designers have 
long wondered if brush seals could replace labyrinth seals in 
bearing sump locations. Brush seals would mitigate 
traditional labyrinth seal clearance opening and 
corresponding increased leakage. Issues slowing early 
application of brush seals in these locations included: coking 
(carburization of oil particles at excessively high 
temperatures), metallic particle damage of precision rolling 
element bearings, and potential for fires. Development 
efforts have found success in applying aramid bristles for 
certain bearing sump locations.82,83 Advantages of the 
aramid bristles include: stable properties up to 300 °F  
(150 °C) operating temperatures, negligible amount of 
shrinkage and moisture absorption, lower wear than Haynes 
25 up to 300 °F, lower leakage (due to smaller 12 μm 
diameter fibers), and resistance to coking.82 Based on 
laboratory demonstration, the aramid fiber seals were 
installed in a GE 7EA frame (#1) inlet bearing sealing 
location. Preliminary field data showed that the nonmetallic 
brush seal maintained a higher pressure difference between 
the air and bearing drain cavities and enhanced the 
effectiveness of the sealing system allowing less oil particles 
to migrate out of the bearing. 
b) Seal fence height.—A key design issue is the required 
radial gap (fence height) between the backing ring and the 
rotor surface. Following detailed secondary flow, heat 
transfer, and mechanical analyses, fence height is 
determined by the relative transient growth characteristics of 
the rotor vs. the stator and rotordynamic considerations. This 
backing ring gap is designed to avoid contact with the rotor 
surface during any operating condition with an assumed set 
of dimensional variations. Consequently, the successful 
design of an effective brush seal hinges on a thorough 
knowledge of the turbine behavior, operating conditions, and 
design of surrounding parts. 
c) Brush pack considerations.—Depending on required 
sealing pressure differentials and life, wire bristle diameters 
are chosen in the range of 0.0028 to 0.006-in.84 Better load 
and wear properties are found with larger bristle diameters. 
Bristle pack widths also vary depending on application: the 
higher the pressure differential, the greater the pack width. 
Higher-pressure applications require bristle packs with 
higher axial stiffness to prevent the bristles from blowing 
under the backing ring. Dinc et al.80 have developed brush 
seals that have operated at air pressures up to 2.76 MPa  
(400 psid) in a single stage. Brush seals have been made in 
very large diameters. Large brush seals, especially for 
ground power applications are often made segmented to 
allow easy assembly and disassembly, especially on 
machines where the shaft stays in place during 
refurbishment. 
d) Seal stress/pressure capability.—Pressure capacity is 
another important brush seal design parameter. The overall 
pressure drop establishes the seal bristle diameter, bristle 
density, and the number of brush seals in series. In a bristle 
pack, all bristles are essentially cantilever beams held at the 
pinch point by a front plate and supported by the back plate. 
From a loading point of view, the bristles can be separated 
into two regions (see fig. 36). The lower part, fence region, 
between the rotor surface and the back plate inner diameter 
(ID), and the upper part from the back plate ID to the bristle 
pinch point. The innermost radial portion carries the main 
pressure load and is the main source of the seal stress.85 In 
addition to the mean bending stress, contact stress at the 
bristle-back plate interface must be considered. Furthermore, 
bristle stress is a very strong function of the fence height set 
by the expected relative radial movement of the rotor and 
seal. Figure 38 shows a diagram illustrating design 
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considerations for seal stress and deflection analysis, and 
includes a list the controllable and noncontrollable design 
parameters. As a word of caution, care must be taken in 
using multiple brush configurations as pressure drop 
capability becomes more non-linear with fluid 
compressibility and most of the pressure drop or bristle 
pressure loading is carried by the downstream brush.  
e) Heat generation/bristle tip temperature.—As the 
brush seal bristles rub against the rotor surface, frictional 
heat is created that must be dissipated through convection 
and conduction and is quite similar to the classic Blok 
problem,86 where extensive heating occurs at the sliding 
interface. Brush seal frictional heating was addressed by 
Hendricks et al.22,87 and modeled as fin in crossflow with a 
heat source at the tip by Dogu and Aksit.88 If the seal is not 
properly designed, this heating can lead to premature bristle 
loss, or worst, the rotor/seal operation could become 
thermally unstable. The latter condition occurs when the 
rotor grows radially into the stator increasing the frictional 
heating, leading to additional rotor growth, until the rotor 
rubs the seal backing plate resulting in component failure. In 
some turbine designs, brush seals are often assembled with a 
clearance to preclude excessive interference and heating 
during thermal and speed transients. These mechanical 
design issues significantly affect the range of feasible 
applications for brush seals. Many of these issues have been 
addressed by Dinc et al.80 and Soditus.89  
f) Seal leakage.—Leakage characterization of brush seals 
typically consists of a series of tests at varying levels of 
bristle-to-rotor interference or clearance, as shown in figures 
39 and 40. Static (nonrotating) tests are run to get an 
approximate level of seal leakage and pressure capability. 
They are followed by dynamic (rotating) tests to provide a 
more accurate simulation of seal behavior. Rotating tests 
also reveal rotor dynamics effects, an important 
consideration for steam turbine rotors and turbomachines in 
general, that can be sensitive to radial rubs due to 
nonuniform heat generation.  
Proctor and Delgado studied the effects of speed [up to 
365 m/s (1200 ft/s)], temperature [up to 650 °C (1200 °F)] 
and pressure [up to 0.52 MPa (75 psid)] on brush seal and 
finger seal leakage and power loss.90 They determined that 
leakage generally decreased with increasing speed. Leakage 
decreases somewhat with increasing surface speed since 
circumferential flow is enhanced and the rotor diameter 
increases; changes in diameter causes both a decrease in the 
effective seal clearance and an increase in contact stresses 
(important in wear and surface heating). 
g) Other Considerations.—If not properly considered, 
brush seals can exhibit three other phenomena deserving 
some discussion. These include seal “hysteresis,” “bristle 
stiffening,” and “pressure closing.” As described by Short et 
al.84 and Basu et al.,91 after the rotor moves into the bristle 
pack (due to radial excursions or thermal growths), the 
displaced bristles do not immediately recover against the 
frictional forces between them and the backing ring. As a  
 
 
 
Figure 38.—Bristle stress/deflection analysis. 37, 80 
 
 
 
Figure 39.—Brush seal performance as compared to 
labyrinth seal. Representative brush seal leakage data 
compared to a typical, 15-tooth, 0.5 mm (20 mil) 
clearance labyrinth seal. Measured brush seal leakage 
characteristic with increasing and decreasing pressure 
drop compared to a typical, 6-tooth, 0.5 mm (20 mil) 
clearance labyrinth seal.37 
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Figure 40.—Measured brush seal leakage for  
interference and clearance conditions.37 
 
 
result, a significant leakage increase (more than double) was 
observed following rotor movement.91 This leakage 
hysteresis exists until after the pressure load is removed 
(e.g., after the engine is shut down). Furthermore if the 
bristle pack is not properly designed, the seal can exhibit a 
considerable stiffening effect with application of pressure. 
This phenomenon results from interbristle friction loads 
making it more difficult for the brush bristles to flex during 
shaft excursions. Air leaking through the seal also exerts a 
radially inward force on the bristles, resulting in what has 
been termed “pressure closing” or bristle “blow-down.” This 
extra contact load, especially on the upstream side of the 
brush, affects the life of the seal (upstream bristles are worn 
in either a scalloped or coned configuration) and higher 
interface contact pressure. By measuring baseline seal 
leakage in a line-to-line (zero clearance) assembly 
configuration, bristle blowdown for varying loads of 
assembly clearance can be inferred from leakage data (see 
fig. 40).  
2. Brush Seal Flow Modeling 
Brush seal flow modeling is complicated by several 
factors unique to porous structures, in that the leakage 
depends on the seal porosity, which depends on the pressure 
drop across the seal. Flow through the seal travels 
perpendicular to the brush pack, through the annulus formed 
between the backing ring bore and the shaft diameter. The 
flow is directed radially inward towards the shaft as it flows 
around individual bristles and collides with the bristles 
downstream in adjacent rows of the pack and finally 
between the bristle tips and the shaft. 
A flow model proposed by Holle et al.,92 uses a single 
parameter, effective brush thickness, to correlate the flows 
through the seal. Variation in seal porosity with pressure 
difference is accounted for by normalizing the varying brush  
 
thicknesses by a minimum or ideal brush thickness. 
Maximum seal flow rates are computed by using an iterative 
procedure that has converged when the difference in 
successive iterations for the flow rate is less than a preset 
tolerance. 
Flow models proposed by Hendricks et al.,22,87,93 are 
based on a bulk average flow through the porous media. 
These models account for brush porosity, bristle loading and 
deformation, brush geometry parameters and multiple flow 
paths. Flow through a brush configuration is simulated using 
an electrical analog with driving potential (pressure drop), 
current (mass flow), and resistance (flow losses, friction and 
momentum) as the key variables. All of the above mentioned 
brush flow models require some empirical data to establish 
correlation constants. Once the constants are established, the 
models can predict brush seal flow reasonably well. 
A number of researchers have applied numerical 
techniques to model brush seal flows and bristle pressure 
loadings.94–97 Though these models are more complex, they 
permit a more detailed investigation of the subtleties of flow 
and stresses within the brush pack. 
3. Applications 
a) Aero gas turbine engines.—Brush seals are seeing 
extensive service in both commercial and military turbine 
engines. Lower leakage brush seals permit better 
management of cavity flows and significant reductions in 
specific fuel consumption when compared to competing 
labyrinth seals. Allison Engines has implemented brush seals 
for the Saab 2000, Cesna Citation-X, and V-22 Osprey. 
General Electric has implemented a number of brush seals in 
the balance piston region of the GE90 engine for the Boeing 
777 aircraft. Pratt & Whitney has entered revenue service 
with brush seals in three locations on the PW1468 for Airbus 
aircraft and on the PW4084 for the Boeing 777 aircraft.98 
b) Ground-based turbine engines.—Brush seals are 
being retrofitted into ground-based turbines both 
individually and combined with labyrinth seals to greatly  
improve turbine power output and heat rate.37,80,99–103 Dinc et 
al., report that incorporating brush seals in a GE Frame 7EA 
turbine in the high pressure packing location increased 
output by 1.0 percent and decreased heat rate by 0.5 
percent.80 Figure 41 is a photo of a representative brush seal 
taken during a routine inspection. The seal is in good 
condition after nearly three years of operation (~22,000 hr). 
To date, more than 200 brush seals have been installed in 
GE industrial gas turbines in the compressor discharge high-
pressure packing (HPP), middle bearing, and turbine 
interstage locations. Field data and experience from these 
installations have validated the brush seal design technology. 
Using brush seals in the interstage location resulted in 
similar improvements. Brush seals have proven effective for 
service lives of up to 40,000 hr.80 
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Figure 41.—7EA Gas turbine high-pressure packing brush 
seal in good condition after 22,000 hr of operation. 37, 80 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 42.—Shaft riding or  
circumferential contact seal.104 
 
 
E. Face Seals 
Labyrinth seals are less impacted by FOD-debris than 
other types of seals, yet also pass that debris to other  
components such as bearing cavities. One of the major 
functions of face and buffer sealing is to preclude debris 
from entering the bearing or gear-box oil yet an equally 
important function is to prevent oil vapors from leaking into 
the wheel-space and from entering the cabin air stream. 
Debris in the bearing or gear-box oil can radically shorten 
life and oil-vapor in the wheel space can cause fire or 
explosions. Oil vapors in the cabin are unacceptable to the 
consumer-traveler.  
Face seals are classified as mechanical seals. They are 
pressure balanced contact or self-acting seals. The key 
components are the primary ring (stator) or nosepiece, seat 
or runner (rotor), spring or bellows preloader assembly, 
garter or retainer springs, secondary seal and housing  
(figs. 42 and 43).105,106 There is a wealth of information on 
experimental, design and application of mechanical seals in 
the literature, including Ludwig4 to books by, for example., 
Lebeck.107 
   
 
Figure 43.—Positive contact face seal.106 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44.—Pressure balancing forces in face sealing.108 
 
 
 
 
For the face seal, the geometry of the ring or nosepiece 
becomes critical. For successful face sealing, the forces due 
to system pressure, sealing dam pressure and the spring or 
bellows must be properly balanced and stable over a range in 
operating parameters (pressure, temperature, surface speed) 
(fig. 44).108 
Contact seals wear and are generally limited to surface 
speeds less than 76 m/s (250 ft/s). To mitigate the wear, 
prolonging life and decreased leakage Ludwig109 and Dini110 
promoted the self-acting Rayleigh step and spiral groove 
seal, (figs. 45 to 47). A labyrinth seal or a simple projection 
representing a single throttle is used for presealing to control 
excessive leakage should the dam of the face seal “pop” 
open; for example, the labyrinth preseal as is illustrated in 
figure 45 (and aspirating seal of section V.E). Spiral groove 
(fig. 47), slot and T-grooving (bidirectional) are more 
commonly used than Rayleigh steps to provide more lift at 
less cost to manufacture. 
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Figure 45.—Self-acting face seal with labyrinth seal presealing.110 
 
 
 
 
Figure 46.—Component schematic Rayleigh pad self-acting face seal.109 
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Figure 47.—Spiral groove sealing schematic.109 
 
 
 
Self-acting seals permit tighter clearances and better 
control of the sealing dam geometry as sealing pressure 
drops are increased, providing lower leakage. Figure 48 
provides a comparison of the leakage rates between 
labyrinth, face-contact and self-acting seals. While self-
acting face sealing greatly reduces leakage, surface speeds 
are generally limited to less than 213 m/s (700 ft/s), but 
nearly triple the limits of contact face sealing 61 to 91 m/s 
(200 to 300 ft/s).  
F. Oil Seals 
Gas turbine shaft seals are used to restrict leakage from a 
region of gas at high pressure to a region of gas at low 
pressure. A common use of mechanical seals is to restrict 
gas leakage into bearing sumps. Oil sealing of bearing 
compartments of turbomachines is difficult. A key is to 
prevent the oil side of the seal from becoming flooded. Still, 
oil-fog and oil-vapor leakage can occur by diffusion of oil 
due to concentration gradients and oil transport due to 
vortical flows within the rotating labyrinth-cavities (crude 
distillation columns). Bearing sumps contain an oil-gas 
mixture at near-ambient pressure, and a minimal amount of 
gas leakage through the seal helps prevent oil leakage and 
maintains a minimum sump pressure necessary for proper 
scavenging. Bearing sumps in the HPT are usually the most 
difficult to seal because the pressure and temperatures 
surrounding the sump can be near compressor discharge 
conditions. 
1. Radial Face Seals 
Conventional rubbing-contact seals (shaft-riding and 
radial face types) are also used to seal bearing sumps. 
Because of their high wear rates, shaft-riding and 
circumferential seals (fig. 42) have been limited to pressures 
less than 0.69 MPa (100 psi); and successful operation has 
been reported at a sealed pressure of 0.58 MPa (85 psi), a 
gas temperature of 370 °C (700 °F), and sliding speed of  
73 m/s (240 ft/s).105 
 
 
 
Figure 48.—Comparison of leakage characteristics for 
labyrinth, conventional (contact) face seal and self-
acting face seals.109 
 
 
 
 
         
 
Figure 49.—Expanding ring seal.106 
 
2. Ring Seals 
The ring seal, as described by Whitlock111 and Brown,106 
is essentially an expanding or contracting piston ring. The 
expanding design is simpler and is illustrated in figure 49. 
Other designs that can be grouped in the ring seal family 
include the circumferential segmented ring seal and the 
floating or controlled-clearance ring, as described by 
Ludwig.4 The material requirements for these seals are 
essentially the same as those for the expanding ring seal. 
The ring seals are carbon and they seal radially against the 
inside diameter of the stationary cylindrical surface as well 
as axially against the faces of the adjacent metal seal seats 
(fig. 49). The metal seal seats are fixed to, and rotate with, 
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the shaft. The sealing closing force is provided by a 
combination of spring forces and gas pressures. Ring seals 
are employed where there is a large relative axial movement 
due to thermal mismatch between the shaft and the 
stationary structure. Ring seals are limited to operation at air 
pressure drops and sliding speeds considerably lower than 
those allowed for face seals. However, they can be used to 
gas temperature levels in the same range as for positive-
contact face seals, approximately to 480 °C (900 °F). 
Generally, a minimum pressure differential of 14 kPa (2 
psid) must be maintained to prevent oil leakage from the 
bearing compartment.  
Carbon ring and face sealing of the sumps described by 
Ludwig,4 Whitlock,111 and Brown106 are fairly standard. 
Boyd et al.112 have investigated a hybrid ceramic shaft seal 
which is comprised of a segmented carbon ring with lifting 
features as the outer or housing ring and a silicon-nitride tilt-
support arched rub runner mounted on a metal flex beam as 
the inner ring (fig. 50). The flex beam added sufficient 
damping for stability and no oil seepage was seen at idle 
speed down to pressure differentials of 0.7kPa (0.1 psia), air 
to oil. 
3. Materials 
Selecting the correct materials for a given seal application 
is crucial to ensuring desired performance and durability. 
Seal components for which material selection is important 
from a tribological standpoint are the stationary nosepiece 
(or primary seal ring) and the mating ring (or seal seat), 
which is the rotating element. Brown106 described the 
properties considered ideal for the primary seal ring as 
shown here:  1) mechanical—high modulus of elasticity, 
high tensile strength, low coefficient of friction, excellent 
wear characteristics and hardness, self-lubrication;  
2) thermal—low coefficient of expansion, high thermal 
conductivity, thermal shock resistance, and thermal stability; 
3) chemical—corrosion resistance, good wetability; and  
4) miscellaneous—dimensional stability, good 
machinability, and low cost and readily available. 
Because of its high ranking in terms of satisfying these 
properties, carbon graphite is used extensively for one of the 
mating faces in rubbing contact shaft seals. However, in 
spite of its excellent properties, the carbon material must be 
treated in order for it to satisfy the operational requirements 
of sealing applications in the main rotor bearing 
compartment of jet engines. 
Seal failures are driven by thermal gradient fatigue or 
axial and radial thermal expansions during maximum power 
excursions. Bearing compartment carbon seals will fail from 
the heat generated in frictional rub. Excessive face wear 
occurs during transients and, as mentioned, labyrinth seals 
can allow oil transport out of the seal and oil contamination 
by the environment (moisture, sand, etc.) 113 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 50.—Hybrid ceramic carbon ring seal.112 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
Figure 51.—Schematic of aero-gas-turbine  
buffer sealing of oil cavity.109 
 
 
G. Buffer Sealing 
Public awareness of environmental hazards, well-
publicized effect of hazardous leakages (Three Mile Island, 
Challenger), and a general concern for the environment, 
have precipitated emissions limits that drive the design 
requirements for sealing applications. Of paramount concern 
are the types of seals, barrier fluids, and the necessity of thin 
lubricating films and stable turbomachine operation to 
minimize leakages and material losses generated by rubbing 
contacts.104 
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A zero-leakage seal is an oxymoron. Industrial practice is 
to introduce a buffer fluid between ambient seals and those 
seals confining the operational fluid (fig. 51) with proper 
disposal of the buffered fluid mixture,109,111 A second 
example is for shaft sealing as shown in figure 52 where 
buffer fluids are introduced. In the case of oil sumps, the 
buffered mixture is vented to the hot gas exhaust stream and 
is presumed to be consumed. Within the nuclear industry, 
this becomes a containment problem where waste storage 
now becomes an issue. In the case of rocket engines, the use 
of buffering or inerting fluids (e.g., helium) is commonplace 
to separate fuel and oxidizer-rich environments for example 
in the Space Shuttle main engine (SSME) turbomachinery.  
H. Rim Sealing and Disk Cavity Flows 
Turbomachine blade-vane interactions engender unsteady 
seal and cavity flows in multiply connected cavities with 
conjugate heat transfer and rotordynamics. A comprehensive 
review of seals-secondary flow system developments are 
documented by Hendricks et al.114,115 and NASA Seals Code 
and Secondary Flow Systems Development publications.77  
Unsteady flows perturb both the power and the secondary 
flow streams.2 A T1 turbine (first stage of the HPT) can 
have 76 blades and 46 stators all interacting with unsteady 
loadings (fig. 53).116 Cavity ingestion of rapidly pulsating 
hot gases induce cavity heating, increases disk temperature, 
which in turn limits disk life and can compromise engine 
safety. Proper sealing confines these gases to the blade 
platform regions.  
Rotordynamic issues further complicate rim seal and 
interface seal designs. These issues are addressed in: 
Thomas,63 Alford,64,117,118 Benckert and Wachter,66 NASA 
Conference Publications,76 Abbott,65 von Pragenau,119 
Vance,120 Childs,121 Muszynska,68 Bently and Hatch,122 
Hendricks,115 and Temis.123 
Cavity and sealing interface requirements differ between 
industrial and aero-turbomachines. Major differences 
include split casings and through bolted disks, and 
compressors and turbines with common drive shafts for 
industrial machines vs. cylindrical casings and drum rotors 
on multiple spools for aero machines. Figure 53 shows a 
typical aero multistage turbine cavity section. Several 
experimental studies have been reported that consider both 
simplified and complex disk cavity configurations (e.g., 
Chen;124 Chew et al.125,126 Graber et al.,127 and Johnson et 
al.128,129). Cavity sealing is complex and has a significant 
effect on component and engine performance and life. 
However, several analytical and numerical tools are 
available to help guide the designer, experimenter and field 
engineer in addressing these challenges (see appendix A). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 52.—Schematic of buffer fluid  
use in system sealing.104 
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Figure 53.—Typical multistage turbine cavity section. (a) Energy Efficient Engine high-pressure 
turbine.2 (b) Hypothetical turbine secondary-air cooling and sealing116 (courtesy AIAA). 
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Figure 54.—Finger seal and detailed components.132 
 
V. Advanced Seal Designs 
A. Finger Seal 
The finger seal is a relatively new seal technology 
developed for air-to-air sealing for secondary flow control 
and gas path sealing in gas turbine engines.130–132 It can 
easily be used in any machinery to minimize airflow along a 
rotating or nonrotating shaft. Measured finger seal air 
leakage is 1/3 to 1/2 of conventional labyrinth seals. Finger 
seals are compliant contact seals. The power loss is similar 
to that of brush seals.133 It is reported that the cost of finger 
seals are estimated to be 40 to 50 percent of the cost to 
produce brush seals.  
The finger seal is comprised of a stack of several 
precisely machined sheet stock elements that are riveted 
together near the seal outer diameter as shown in figure 54. 
The outer elements of the stack, called the forward and aft 
coverplates, are annular rings. Behind the forward 
coverplate is a forward spacer, then a stack of finger 
elements, the aft spacer and then the aft coverplate. The 
forward spacer is an annular ring with assembly holes and 
radial slots around the seal inner diameter that align with 
feed-thru holes for pressure balancing. The finger elements 
are fundamentally an annular ring with a series of cuts 
around the seal inner diameter to create slender curved 
beams or fingers with an elongated contact pad at the tip. 
Each finger element has a series of holes near the outer 
diameter that are spaced such that when adjacent finger 
elements are alternately indexed to the holes, the spaces 
between the fingers of one element are covered by the 
fingers of the adjacent element. Some of the holes create a  
 
flow path for high pressure upstream of the seal to reach the 
pressure balance cavity formed between the last finger 
element, the aft spacer and seal dam, and the aft coverplate. 
The aft spacer consists of two concentric, annular rings. One 
is like the forward spacer. The second is smaller with an 
inner diameter the same as the aft coverplate and forms the 
seal dam. It is connected to the outer annular ring by a series 
of radial spokes.  
The fingers provide the compliance in this seal and act as 
cantilever beams, flexing away from the rotor during 
centrifugal or thermal growth of the rotor or during 
rotordynamic deflections. The pressure balance cavity 
reduces the axial load reacted by the seal dam and hence 
minimizes the frictional forces that would cause the fingers 
to stick to the seal dam and cause hysteresis in the finger 
seal leakage performance. In this seal there are two leakage 
paths. One is thru (around and under) the fingers at the 
seal/rotor interface. The other is a radial flow across the seal 
dam. When a pressure differential exists across the seal the 
fingers tend to move radially inward towards the rotor. Test 
results confirm this pressure closing effect. The pressure 
closing effect is largely due to the pressure gradient under 
the finger contact pads. The bulk of the radial pressure loads 
on the curved beam of the finger balance out to a zero net 
load. Ideally, one would design finger seals to have a line-
to-line fit during operation. However, most applications 
involve a range of operating conditions and seal-to-rotor fits 
and clearances change due to different coefficients of 
thermal expansion, centrifugal rotor growth, pressure 
closing effects, and dynamics of the rotor. Depending on the 
requirements of the application it may be desirable to start 
with an interference-fit at build and allow the seal to wear in 
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or it may be desirable to have a clearance between the seal 
and rotor at build and allow the gap to close up. 
Finger seals are contacting seals and wear of the finger 
contact pad is expected. Life is dependent on the materials 
selected and operating conditions. Arora et al.131 reported 
the seal and rotor were in excellent condition after a 120 hr 
endurance test. Testing of Haynes-25 fingers against a Cr3C2 
coated rotor resulted in a wear track on the rotor 0.0064mm 
( 0.00025 in.) deep. The finger seal wore quickly to a near 
line-to-line fit with the rotor.132 
B. Noncontacting Finger Seal 
Altering the geometry of the basic finger seal concept, 
Braun et al.134 and Proctor and Steinetz135 developed a new 
seal that combines the features of a self-acting shaft seal lift 
pad as an extension of the downstream finger with an 
overlapping row of noncontacting upstream fingers (figs. 55 
and 56). These lift pads are in very close proximity to the 
rotor outer diameter so that hydrodynamic lift can be 
generated during shaft rotation. The seal geometry is 
designed such that the hydrostatic pressure between the 
downstream lift pad and the shaft is slightly greater than that 
above the pad. Depending on the application and operating 
conditions, the designer may choose to integrate 
hydrodynamic lift geometries on either the rotor or pads 
(e.g., taper, pockets, steps, etc.) to further increase lift-off 
forces. The overlapping fingers reduce the axial and radial 
flows along the compliant fingers that allow for radial 
motion of the shaft-seal interface. These seals respond to 
both radial and axial shaft perturbations and some degree of 
misalignment with minimal hysteresis. This technology is 
still being developed, but some experimental and analytical 
work has shown its feasibility.136 It is expected that 
noncontacting finger seals will have leakage performance 
approximately 20 percent higher than a contact finger seal, 
which is still significantly better than conventional labyrinth 
seals, but have near infinite life since they won’t rub against 
the rotor, except very briefly at start and stop. Both the 
finger seal and noncontacting finger seal are in the 
development stage. To the authors’ knowledge, neither seal 
has been tested in an engine. 
C. Leaf and Wafer Seals 
The leaf seal as described by Flower137 and Nakane,138 
(fig. 57) is an adaptation of the wafer seal advanced by 
Steinetz and Sirocky139 with principles of operation 
delineated by Hendricks et al.,22,87 Steinetz and Hendricks108 
and Nakane et al.138 The leaf and wafer seals have similar 
encapsulation but differ in root attachment and moments of 
inertia or cross-section. The stacked leaves (or wafers) are 
relatively free to move in the radial direction and are 
deformable along the length or circumference providing a 
compliant restrained two-dimensional motion as opposed to 
the brush-seal-bristle, which deforms in three-dimensions.  
 
 
 
Figure 55.—Illustration of a non-contacting  
finger seal downstream padded finger.134 
 
 
 
Figure 56.—Cross section of non-contacting 
finger seal with two rows of padded low-
pressure and padless high-pressure fingers.135 
 
 
Nakane et al.138 reported leakage performance of a leaf 
seal at less than 1/3 that of an equivalent four stage, 0.5 mm 
gap labyrinth seal geometry when run back to back on the 
same test rotor, with little wear at the smooth coated rotor 
interface. Variations in front and back plate gaps are used to 
control lift of the leaves based on pressure drop and rotor 
speed. Modeling of a leaf or wafer sealing is similar (fig. 58) 
where pressure balances, thickness, length, inclination, 
housing gaps and attachment points all require proper 
treatment for flexure and gap spacing. The latter are difficult 
to assess and flow coefficients are most often determined 
experimentally. With that in mind, computations provided 
by Nakane et al.138 are in good agreement with experimental 
data and CFD results, with little interface wear. Leaf-seal, 
leakage, endurance and reliability are being evaluated in a  
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Figure 57.—Basic elements of leaf and wafer 
seals. (a) Leaf-seal.137 (b) Wafer-seal.139 
 
M501G in-house industrial gas turbine. Both leaf and wafer 
seals provide for radial, circumferential and axial shaft 
motions. Even though the wafer seal is depicted with a low 
mobility wall, this restraint is not required. Evaluation of the 
rotordynamic stability coefficients for these seals is still 
required. Stiffness and damping is similar to brush 
configuration modeling but with an altered cross-section. 
These seals will not respond well to grooved or rough 
surfaces, which are alleviated when lift off occurs. 
An alternate form of the leaf-seal has been advanced by 
Gardner et al.140 The seal is comprised of overlapping shaft-
riding leaves (thin-metallic-sheets), which extend from the 
sealing inlet about the shaft, forming shaft-riding fingers 
(fig. 59). The cantilevered inner-leaves form lifting-pads 
that are overlapped by outer-leaves that appear as 
cantilevered J-springs. The outer-leaf, which sees system 
pressure, seals the cavity and permits compliant radial 
excursions. It is similar in configuration to a film riding 
compliant foil bearing. This design also allows for 
hydrostatic operation, namely when pressure is applied, the 
interface deforms to maintain an operating film, even 
without rotation. The overlapping shingled elements float on 
the fluid film providing excellent sealing with virtually no 
wear, yet can be somewhat limited by their ability to handle  
 
 
 
Figure 58.—Leaf seal configuration parameters.  
(a) Front view. (b) Side view.138 
 
 
 
Figure 59.—Pressure balanced  
compliant film riding leaf-seal.140 
 
large system pressure and radial excursions without 
damaging the leaves. Gardner140 reported hydrostatic and 
hydrodynamic performance results for a 121 mm (4.75-in.) 
diameter seal. The pressure-balanced seal permitted 
hydrostatic liftoff independent of rotor speed with  
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Figure 60.—Leaf-seal leakage comparison  
with labyrinth and brush seals.140 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 61.—Illustration of hydrodynamic brush seal  
(pad elements attached to bristles).141 
 
 
 
Figure 62.—Hydrodynamic brush seal  
(spring beam elements).142 
 
 
 
total liftoff and no shaft torque with a 0.48 MPa (70 psid) 
pressure differential. The seal produced a torque of  
0.028 N-m (0.25 in-lb) at 1200 rpm with a 0.42MPa  
(60 psid) pressure differential and a radial displacement of 
0.23 mm (0.009-in.). When compared to typical industrial  
 
and an aerospace four-tooth labyrinth seal, with a 0.152 mm 
(0.006-in.) clearance and 1995 vintage-brush seal 
configurations, the leaf seal had leakage characteristics 1/4 
that of the industrial labyrinth at design conditions  
and about 1/3 that of the brush (fig. 60).140 
D. Hybrid Brush Seals 
Justak141,142 combined a brush seal with tilt pad-bearing 
concepts to eliminate bristle wear. He introduced two 
designs: (1) the bristles are attached to the pads, and (2) the 
pads are supported via beam elements and the bristle tips 
remain in contact with the outer surface of the pads (see 
figs. 61 and 62 respectively). The brush seal stiffness is 
based on the design flow conditions and rotational speed. In 
the spring beam design, the beam elements are sized to 
allow radial movement and restrict axial displacements. In 
either design, seal leakage is controlled by the brush and lift 
off by the pads, but leakage is more constant than a 
conventional brush seal and can accommodate reverse 
rotation with no bristle wear. Testing with rotor offsets up to 
0.51 mm (0.020 in.) showed no wear or temperature rise and 
1/3 less torque to maintain speed when compared to a 
conventional brush-seal.142 
Shapiro143 combined shaft, face and brush sealing 
concepts to form a film riding seal with “L”-shaped annular 
segments (pads), that are preloaded onto the shaft via the 
brush seal and held in place by a garter spring (fig. 63). The 
brush seal is separated axially from the brim of the 
cylindrical segments via a spring. This design allows the 
axial position of the brush seal to alter the preload and hence 
stiffness of the cylindrical seal segments. Analytical studies  
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Figure 63.—Schematic of film riding brush seal. (a) 
Assembly. (b) Joint. (c) Installed.143 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 64.—The Hybrid Floating  
Brush Seal (HFBS).146 
 
 
show low leakage, compliance, stability, and low wear 
during seal operation, yet development is required. 
The Hybrid Floating Brush Seal (HFBS) (fig. 64) 
combines a brush seal and a film riding face seal that allows 
both axial and radial excursions mitigating interface 
problems of friction, heat and wear.144 The brush seal forms 
the primary seal, rotates with the shaft, while floating 
against a secondary face seal that acts as a thrust bearing. 
The HFBS relies on a high interference fit or preload. Major 
advantages include elimination of wear between rotating and 
stationary components, improved sealing performance, and 
the ability to handle large axial and radial shaft excursions 
while maintaining sealing integrity. For a 71 mm (2.8 in.) 
diameter HFBS that allowed up to 6.4 mm (0.25-in.) axial 
travel, experimental results showed 1/6 the leakage of a 
standard brush seal at the same operating pressure ratios and 
rotational speed and an order of magnitude less than 
numerical predictions of a standard labyrinth seal (see  
fig. 65).145–147 
E. Aspirating Seals 
An aspirating seal is a hydrostatic face seal with a narrow 
gap to control the leakage flow and a labyrinth tooth to 
control leakage flow at elevated clearances (fig. 34(a)) and 
forms a high-pressure cavity for the diffused-injected flow 
in the engine cavity at operating conditions (fig. 34(b)).71 
Conventional labyrinth seals are typically designed with a 
seal/rotor radial clearance that increases proportionally with 
diameter. Aspirating face seals are noncontacting seals that 
are designed to establish an equilibrium position within 
close proximity [typically 0.038 mm to 0.076 mm (0.0015 to 
0.003 in.) of the rotor surface regardless of the seal 
diameter].148-153 Aspirating seals have a potentially 
significant performance advantage over conventional 
labyrinth seals, particularly at large diameters. In addition, 
these seals are inherently not prone to wear, owing to their 
noncontacting nature, so their performance is not expected 
to degrade over time. Figure 34(a) and (b) shows a cross 
section of the seal design, which is enhanced by the 
presence of a flow deflector on the rotor face.  
During operation the aspirating face seal performs as a 
hydrostatic gas bearing. The gas bearing on the sealing face 
provides a thin, stiff air film at the interface; as the clearance 
between the seal face and the rotor decreases, the opening 
force of the gas bearing increases. The seal face geometry is 
designed to give an operating clearance of 0.038 mm to 
0.076 mm (0.0015 to 0.003 in.). In operation, the spring 
forces play a minor role; thus the seal is free to follow the 
rotor on axial excursions. Tolerances between the primary 
face seal ring and the housing allow the ring to tilt relative 
to the housing; the seal can thus follow the rotor even if 
there is an angle between the face and the rotor, such as 
during a maneuver or due to rotor runout. 
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When there is an insufficient pressure drop across the seal 
to maintain an adequate film thickness (such as during 
startup and shutdown, periods when conventional face seals 
would touch down), springs retract the seal from the rotor 
face (fig. 34(a)). This ensures that the seal never contacts the 
rotor, thus providing for long seal life. In the retracted 
position, the pressure drop across the seal occurs at the 
aspirator tooth. During startup, as the pressure drop rises, 
the pressure balance across the primary face seal ring 
“aspirates” the seal to a closed position (fig. 34(b)). The 
labyrinth tooth provides the required pressure drop to close 
the seal as well as a fail-safe seal in case of failure of the 
aspirating face seal. 
Tests have been conducted to evaluate prototype 
performance under a variety of conditions that the seal 
might be subjected to in an aircraft engine application, 
including cases of rotor runout and seal/rotor tilt.148,154 The 
tests were executed on a full-scale 36-in. diameter rotary test 
rig. Analyses were performed using three dimensional CFD 
in order to validate test data and to establish the seal design. 
The full-scale tests demonstrated that with the flow isolation 
tip, a hydrostatic film forms at the air bearing resulting in a 
seal/rotor clearance of 0.025 to 0.038 mm (0.001 to  
0.0015 in)., with correspondingly low leakage rates. The 
seal performs effectively with rotor runouts as great as  
0.25 mm (0.010 in) total indicator reading, and the seal was 
able to accommodate the expected angular misalignment 
(tilt) of 0.27°. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 65.—HFBS performance compared to a stationary brush seal and a labyrinth seal. [ m  is the mass flow 
rate of air (pps), Tave is the average upstream air temperature (°R), Pu is the average upstream air pressure 
(psia), D is the shaft outer diameter (in)].146 
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Figure 66.—Microdimpled surface by laser texturing.155 
F. Microdimple 
Laser surface texturing, termed microdimples, (fig. 66) 155 
is a further extension of the damper bearing and seal-bearing 
work established by von Pragenau156,157 and extended by Yu 
and Childs158 who found that a hole-area to surface-area 
ratio of 0.69 is a more effective seal than honeycomb. For 
the microdimpled seal (fig. 66) where diameter is 125 ±  
5 μm (4900 ± 200 μ-in.) and depth 2.5 ± 0.5 μm (98 ±  
20 μ-in.) with 0.2 μm (8 μ-in.) surface finish, the 
hole/surface area ratio is 0.3 indicating some potential for 
improvement. Diamond-like graphite or antifouling coatings 
were not used, but afford potential improvements.  
G. Wave Interfaces  
Etsion159 also developed a wave pumping face-seal, 
modified by Young and Lebeck160 to a wave interface; these 
concepts have been combined and further improved by 
Flaherty et al.161 and are considered more debris tolerant, 
(fig. 67). 
H. Seal-Bearing  
Munson et al.7 describe and provide operations data for 
room temperature testing of a seal-bearing concept. The 
basic concept was advanced by von Pragenau.119,157 In 
Munson’s et al. seal configuration, the foil thrust bearing is 
combined with a mating flat interface to make a device 
called a foil face seal (fig. 68). Multiple wave bump foils 
support the interface foils. With pressure drop and rotation, 
this interface gives rise to a compliant hydrodynamic film- 
riding face seal. For a 20,000 lb (89-kN)-thrust class engine, 
 
 
 
Figure 67.—Wave face seal.161 
 
 
 
Figure 68.—Proof-of-concept foil face seal7  
(courtesy Rolls-Royce/Allison). 
 
with this technology, an estimated mission fuel burn 
reduction of 1.85 percent for a fixed engine and “rubber-
airframe” and 3.17 percent for both engine and airframe 
being “rubber” was reported. (Here “rubber” refers to 
allowing for design parameter changes.) 
I. Compliant Foil Seal 
Expanding upon Gardner’s leaf seal concept,140 Salehi 
and Heshmat162 proposed an extension of their foil bearing 
work as a seal (fig. 69).  
Forming an inexpensive, close tolerance, bell-mouth 
smooth interface foil, similar to a nozzle-inlet, is not an easy 
task, yet can be accomplished by flow form or shear form 
spinning.§ However, Salehi and Heshmat162 and Heshmat163 
chose to form the bellmouth-nozzle inlet by cutting radial 
relief slots to account for the difference between inner and 
outer circumference (diameters) and bending the tabs to 
form the bell-mouth or “L-shaped” foil section. The 
resulting foil is then attached to the housing at one end 
opposing rotation. The slot relief spacing is dependent on 
                                                          
§Data available online: Franjo Metal Spinning, 
http://www.franjometal.com/metal- spinning/ flow-forming.html#. 
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stresses in the bend radius, foil thickness and seal diameter 
to prevent significant “pleating” of the seal-interface foil. 
The resulting near-smooth compliant, non-contacting foil 
interface rides on a fluid film, typically < 0.0127 mm  
(< 500 μ-in.) thickness. The “L-shaped” section provides 
blockage for the bump foil opening and must be carefully 
contoured at the shoulder and spring-pressed against the 
support structure forming the necessary secondary seal. 
Overlapping leaves can assist to minimize these slot 
leakages yet it is a difficult area to seal. The interface foil (or 
foils) are in turn supported on a series of bump foils that 
provide variable stiffness in response to radial shaft 
excursions. The foils are usually coated with a solid 
lubricant to minimize startup and shutdown interface contact 
wear while permitting radial leaf sliding at the inlet. 
Such seals are low leakage fluid film devices that are 
capable of operating at high surface velocities and 
temperature and pressure loadings limited by the foil 
materials used in the construction, for example, 365 m/s 
(1200 fps) and 600 °C (1100 °F ). 
J. Deposits Control 
For turbines operating in high salt environments, 
Nalotov164 introduces strategically placed holes within the 
turbine shroud ring to provide equalization of 
circumferential pressures within the labyrinth interface. The 
concept is shown in figure 70(a) and (b). Figure 70(a) is a  
 
 
 
Figure 69.—Foil seal  (a) schematic illustrating foil and  
bump-foil support 162, 163  (b) foil seal “Nozzle-inlet or 
L-shaped” interface at attached and free end. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 70.—Turbine shroud ring for deposit control.  
(a) Deposits build up in turbine passage.  
(b) Shroud discharge hole locations.164 
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sketch representing the cross section of a nozzle and 
shrouded turbine stage where salt and metal oxides have 
built up on the shroud. Figure 70(b) shows the location of 
the discharge holes. The pressure equalization induces 
stability inside the shroud chamber, which allows for 
reduced shroud seal clearance. The flow through the shroud 
ring produces an obstacle effect to prevent deposits from 
building up and hence reduces blade passage blockage by 
accumulated salts. The concept has the net effects of 
increasing turbine engine efficiency as well as service life. 
K. Active Clearance Control (ACC) 
Most modern turbomachines have variable geometry 
controls. The compressor, for example, uses inlet guide 
vanes that are rotated to enhance efficiency at off-design 
conditions (usually designed to handle takeoff (TO) and set 
for cruise). In large aero-engines, case clearance control is 
used in the turbine. Today’s larger commercial engines 
control HPT blade tip clearances by impinging fan air on the 
outer case flanges. Systems such as those shown in  
figure 71(a) and (b) scoop air from the fan by-pass duct to 
cool the outer case flanges, reducing the case diameter and 
hence shroud clearance. Other engines use a mixture of fan 
and compressor air to achieve finer HPT tip clearance 
control. Because these thermal systems are relatively slow, 
they cannot be used during transient events such as TO and 
re-accel. As such they are generally scheduled for operation 
during cruise conditions. Lattime and Steinetz165 are 
developing fast-response systems that utilize clearance 
measurement feedback control, enabling true active 
clearance control at engine startup and throughout the flight 
envelope (fig. 72). Active clearance control is not usually 
used in the compressor, rather the efficiency is enhanced 
through varying the vane angle and vortex control through 
fluid injection. Without these systems several points in 
efficiency are lost. Yet such close control is not without 
potential blade-shroud and vane-rotor rubbing where the 
cited efficiency may be lost.  
VI. Life and Limitations 
System design conditions for seal controlled component 
cooling are driven by compliance to regulatory agencies, 
reliability and safety standards.166 The mean time between 
failures (MTBF) is highly dependent on the thermal loading 
(fig. 73) and the aero-engine and flight operations profile 
(figs. 74 and 75). 
For engine component life modeling, the time τi and the 
life Li under thermomechanical load from the environmental 
temperature (fig. 76) and flight envelope profile (figs. 74 and 
75) are used to determine the cumulative loss of component 
life according to the linear damage rule of Palmgren, Langer, 
and Miner.167 
 
 
 
 
Figure 71.—Thermal active clearance control system. 
(a) Scoop design. (b) HPT impingement manifold2 
(FADEC: full authority digital engine controller). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 72.—High-pressure turbine blade tip  
clearance over given mission profile.6  
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Figure 73.—Effect of component temperature on predicted 
mean time between failures for typical engine-mounted 
electronic device166 (courtesy The Boeing Company). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74.—Engine operating envelope167  
(courtesy Pratt & Whitney). 
 
 
 
Figure 75.—Flight profile167  
(courtesy Pratt & Whitney). 
 
Zaretsky et al.168 applied Weibull-based life and reliability 
analysis to rotating engine structures. The NASA E3 engine 
design data served as the basis for the analysis.2,169 When 
limits are placed on stress, temperature, and time for a 
component’s design, the criterion that will define the 
component’s life and thus the engine’s life will be either 
high-cycle or low-cycle fatigue.  
Knowing the cumulative statistical distribution (Weibull 
function) of each engine component is a prerequisite to 
accurately predicting the life and reliability of an entire 
engine. Table 6 shows how some of the hot section 
component lives correlate to aero-engine maintenance 
practices without and with refurbishment, respectively. That 
is, it can be reasonably anticipated that at one of these time 
intervals, 5 percent of the engines in service will have been 
removed for repair or refurbishment for cause. 
 
TABLE 6.—E3 ENGINE FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM LIFE 
BASED ON 1985 TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERIENCE169 
 Service life 
(hr) 
Total life with repair 
(hr) 
Combustor 
HPT rotating structure 
HPT blading 
Remainder of engine 
9,000 
18,000 
9,000 
-------- 
18,000 
36,000 
18,000 
36,000 
 
Within the open literature there is a dearth of data for 
seals and their functional life and for basic materials. The 
classic approach is deterministic and assumes that full and 
certain knowledge exists for the service conditions and the 
material strength. Specific equations define sealing 
conditions are coupled with experience-based safety factors. 
Variations with loading can have a significant effect on 
component reliability. The Weibull-based analysis addresses 
these issues but until a sealing database is established, 
MTBF will continue to be based on field experience. 
 
 
 
Figure 76.—Material life as a function of temperature 
relation167 (courtesy Pratt & Whitney). 
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Summary 
Turbine engine cycle efficiency, operational life and 
systems stability depend on effective clearance control. 
Designers have put renewed attention on clearance control, 
as it is often the most cost-effective method to enhance 
system performance. Advanced concepts and proper material 
selection continue to play important roles in maintaining 
interface clearances to enable the system to meet design 
goals. No one sealing geometry or material is satisfactory for 
general use. Each interface must be assessed in terms of its 
operational requirements. Insufficient clearances limit 
coolant flows, cause interface rubbing, and engender 
turbomachine instabilities and system failures. Excessive 
clearances lead to losses in cycle efficiency, flow 
instabilities and hot gas ingestion into disk cavities. Hot gas 
ingestion in the turbine cavities reduces critical disk life and 
in the bearing sump location engenders bearing and 
materials failures. Reingestion of flow along the compressor 
drum interface causes unnecessary blockage and can lead to 
compressor stall.  
Materials play a major role in maintaining interface 
clearances. Abradable materials for the fan are usually 
polymers; for the LPC compressor, ambient to 400 °C  
(750 °F): fiber metals and AlSi + filler can be used, but for 
the midrange LPC and HPC, ambient to 760 °C (1400 °F): 
Ni or Co base can be used (titanium blade fire protection 
limits); and if the blades are Ni-based superalloys, NiCrAl-
Bentonite might be a choice. In the HPT, 760 °C (1400 °F) 
to 1150 °C (2100 °F), Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) with 
controlled porosity and cBN or preferably SiC blade tip 
abrasive grits can be used, depending on how hot the engine 
runs; in general, air plasma spray thermal barrier coatings 
(APS-TBC’s) are used in the combustor, and for some 
engines, first vanes (nozzles) and second stage blades of the 
HPT. Electron beam plasma vapor deposition (EB-PVD) 
TBC’s are used on the HPT T1 or first-stage blades, some 
second-stage blades and some first-stage vanes (nozzles). 
TBC’s are not commonly used in the LPT due to lower heat 
flux and are less effective in decreasing component 
temperature. APS ceramics are also used on shroud seals 
(blade outer air seals) where they function as both a thermal 
barrier for the metallic shroud and abradable seal.  
Component life and reliability are closely coupled with 
the duty cycle. But as energy demands (and emissions 
regulations) necessitate more time-responsive-controlled 
engines, the industrial and aero-engine duty cycles become 
similar. 
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Appendix 
A. Further Discussion on Rim Sealing and Disk 
Cavity Flows 
Coupling of the power-stream, seals and cavity flows is a 
necessary aspect of multistage compressor and turbine 
design. Athavale et al.170,171 have reported detailed 
descriptions of these tools and representative simulations. 
(See also Janus and coworkers).172,173These works include 
the gas-path flows through the stages (blades and vanes) 
interacting with those under the platform and within the 
cavity as well as the sealing interface (shaft to platform), 
(fig. A1).174 Interstage-labyrinth-rim seal interface design 
goals are to keep leakage small, reduce windage and 
blockage, mitigate ingestion and reintroduction of leakage 
flows. 
Teramachi et al.175 investigated turbine rim interface 
sealing (figs. A1 and A2), providing data and some CFD 
results on four rim seal configurations: (0) T-on rotor, (1) T-
on rotor with overlap T-on stator, (2) T-on stator with 
overlap T-on rotor; and (3) fish mouth on rotor with overlap 
T-on stator. Dummy stators were introduced, but there were 
no blades on the rotor. Carbon dioxide concentration 
measurements (similar to the work of Johnson129 (Graber et 
al.127)) defined seal effectiveness in terms of the ratio of 
purge gas to ingested gas.  
Figure A3 shows the seal effectiveness of these 
configurations, where flow coefficient Cw = Q/νb and  
Rem = Vb/ν, where b is the cavity outer radius, V is the mean 
flow speed, Q is the purge flow rate, and ν is the kinematic 
viscosity. Configuration (3) is the least affected by changes  
 
  
 
Figure A1.—Generic turbine nozzle  
rotor gap configuration.174 
in overlap and configuration (0) the most; configuration (2) 
is quite sensitive to overlap. The high effectiveness of 
configuration (3) is related to the buffer cavity between the 
two rotor seal teeth with a stator tooth between the rotor 
teeth. The lowest effectiveness of configuration (1) is due to 
the large clearance gap, although the ingestion is nearly zero. 
CFD results show the gap recirculation zone where power-
stream gas is ingested at on-pitch positions and ejected at 
mid-pitch positions (i.e., flow ingestion at the vane leading 
edge partially returns in the mid-pitch region mixing with 
the purge air; see also Wellborn and Okiishi).30,176 
 
 
 
Figure A2.—Experimental rim seal configurations175 
(courtesy AIAA). 
 
 
 
Figure A3.—Comparison of experimental rim seal  
data at Reynolds numbers (a) 2.4×106 (b) 1.1×106 
(courtesy AIAA).175 
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Wellborn and Okiishi30,176 investigated the effect of 
leakage in a four-stage, LPC with blading design based on 
the NASA E3 engine. Seal leakages did not affect upstream 
stages but did progressively degrade performance of the 
downstream stages. For each 1 percent change in 
clearance/span ratio the pressure rise penalty was nearly 3 
percent with a 1 percent drop in efficiency. Hall and 
Delaney177–179 simulated the low-speed axial compressor 
(LSAC) experiments with Adamczyk’s analysis package.180 
They also completed sensitivity studies but did not address 
the effects on rotordynamics. 
Heidegger et al.59 presented three-dimensional solutions 
of the interaction between the power stream and seal cavity 
flow in a typical multistage compressor (fig. A4). Using the 
Allison/NASA-developed ADPAC code, they performed a 
parametric study on a three-tooth labyrinth seal/cavity 
configuration and a sensitivity study to various sealing 
parameters. Their study shows that the leakage flow out of 
the seal cavities can affect the power stream significantly, 
mainly by altering the inlet flow near the stator blade root 
area, and can potentially affect the performance of the 
overall compressor (fig. A5).  
Feiereisen et al.181 completed an experimental study of 
the primary and secondary flow in a turbine rig. It represents 
a first attempt at understanding this interaction and at 
generating data for validation. CFD techniques provide 
detailed flow field information on complex cavity shapes 
that cannot be treated with analytical methods (e.g., 
Athavale et al.;182,183 Chew;125 Virr et al.;184 and Ho et al.185). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A4.—Schematic of typical high-speed axial compressor with close-up view of 
seal cavity region under inner-banded stator.59 
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Figure A5.—Contours of radial velocity located one computational cell above 
hub (rotor) surface for course mesh. (a) Unsteady and (b) mixing plane 
rotor/stator/rotor ADPAC solutions.59 
 
 
Ho et al.185 and Athavale et al.186 in studying the Allison 
501D turbine found that ingested fluid could work its way 
well into the disk space, even though purge fluid flows were 
substantial. Figures A6 to A8 show the calculated interaction 
between power-stream and secondary flows. Without 
conjugate heat transfer, the calculations would not match the 
Allison 501D turbine design-data. It is most important at 
power-stream interfaces where the thermal gradient from the 
platform to the hub is significant. These aero-
thermomechanical loads can drastically affect disk and 
engine life. 
The coupled codes (SCISEAL and MS–TURBO)62 have 
been applied to several experimental test rig data sets 
showing conditions under which ingested flow can be 
controlled. The configuration (figs. A9 and A10), is a 30° pi-
sector with four vanes (stators) and five blades (rotors) 
simulating the stator/rotor set (48/58) with a three-tooth 
labyrinth seal and overlap rim seals.62,181 Athavale et al.62 
found that a recirculation zone in the rim seal was present at 
the lower purge flow rate but was absent at the higher purge 
flow rate. The recirculation allows some gas ingestion into 
the rim seal area. This gas can then travel inside the cavity 
by both diffusion and convection, (fig. A11). Two important 
observations can be made:  
(1) the interface velocities show a tangential component 
that is lower than the rotor speed. This slow fluid alters the 
angle of attack near the roots of the rotor blades and can 
cause loss of power (turbine) and stall (compressor), and  
(2) the rotor blades have the expected upstream pressure 
rise, which affects the flow in the rim seal and the cavity 
(enhances ingestion), although this disturbance is rather 
small. 
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Figure A6.—Flow domain and conjugate heat transfer calculations of all inner disk cavity pairs. Shaded areas denote conjugate 
heat transfer. Static pressures are specified at six main flow exits.186 
 
 
Figure A7.—Temperature field in fluid and solid parts of turbine cavities 
(absolute frame).186 
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Figure A8.—Details of streamlines and temperatures in stage 1-2 cavities 
with conjugate heat transfer (absolute frame).186 
 
 
Figure A9.—Locations of pressure taps in United 
Technologies Research Corp. experimental rig. 
Dots denote steady-pressure, circles denote 
transient pressure measurements.62 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A10.—Computational grid in disk  
cavity of high-pressure rig.62 
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Figure A11.—Time-dependent cavity flows for  
0.69 percent purge flow (absolute frame). (a) Time-
transient pressures and (b) velocity vectors in 
cavity. η = Refeed/Re0.8turbine = 0.005; t is time, n is 
cycle number, and T is cycle time.62 
 
 
 
Smout et al.187 in a CFD analysis of rim sealing cite some 
collaborative efforts involved in investigating rotating cavity 
ventilation, bearing cavity purge and cooling, pressure 
balance, and sealing rotor/stator gaps. The turbine slinger 
determines the preswirl of cooling air entering the HPT 
blades. Controlling preswirl in power and secondary flow 
streams becomes very important for rotordynamics and 
power on demand cycling. For preswirl analysis and control 
methods see Thomas,63 Benckert and Wachter,66 NASA 
Conference Publications,76 von Pragenau,119 Childs,121 
Muszynska,68 Bently and Hatch,122 and Hendricks.115  
B. Acronym List 
ACC active clearance control 
APS air plasma spray 
BOM bill of material 
EB-PVD electron beam plasma vapor deposition 
FOD foreign object damage 
HFBS hybrid floating brush seal 
HPC high pressure compressor 
HPP high-pressure packing 
HPT high pressure turbine 
LPC low pressure compressor 
LPT  low pressure turbine 
LSAC low speed axial compressor 
MTBF  mean time between failures 
OSD   oxide dispersion strengthened 
T1 first turbine stage  
TIR total indicator reading 
TO take off 
YSZ yttria stabilized zirconia 
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Clearance control is of paramount importance to turbomachinery designers and is required to meet today's aggressive
power output, efficiency, and operational life goals. Excessive clearances lead to losses in cycle efficiency, flow
instabilities, and hot gas ingestion into disk cavities. Insufficient clearances limit coolant flows and cause interface
rubbing, overheating downstream components and damaging interfaces, thus limiting component life. Designers have
put renewed attention on clearance control, as it is often the most cost effective method to enhance system perfor-
mance. Advanced concepts and proper material selection continue to play important roles in maintaining interface
clearances to enable the system to meet design goals. This work presents an overview of turbomachinery sealing to
control clearances. Areas covered include: characteristics of gas and steam turbine sealing applications and environ-
ments, benefits of sealing, types of standard static and dynamics seals, advanced seal designs, as well as life and
limitations issues.


